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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

For many optimization problems their structures make it possible to develop 
fast algorithms for their solution by using combinatorial ideas. On the other 
hand, the original problem is often too difficult to find efficient algorithms. 
In these cases, some combinatorial ideas can be used to establish algorithms 
for solving some particular cases of the problem, or algorithms which do not 
solve the problem, but give an approximate solution which is close to the 
optimal one in some sense. 

In the first part of this work we study the following hard optimization 
problem, called PNS problem. In a manufacturing system, materials of dif-
ferent properties are consumed through various mechanical, physical and 
chemical transformation to yield desired products. Devices in which these 
transformations are1 carried out are called operating units, e.g. a lathe or 
a chemical reactor. Thus, a manufacturing system can be considered as a 
network of operating units which is called process network. A process design 
problem in general, and flowsheeting in particular mean to construct a man-
ufacturing system. A design problem is defined from a structural point of 
view by the raw materials, the desired products, and the available operating 
units, which determine the structure of the problem as a process graph con-
taining the corresponding interconnections among the operating units. Thus, 
the appropriate process networks can be described by some subgraphs of the 
process graph belonging to the design problem under consideration. Our goal 
is to find a process network with minimal cost. The importance of process 
network synthesis arises from the fact that such networks are ubiquitous in 
the chemical and allied industries. 
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This minimization yields a combinatorial optimization problem. In [9] it 
is proven that this optimization problem is NP-hard. 

In general there are three basic approaches to attack NP-hard problems. 
The first approach is to develop exponential time algorithms for solving the 
problem. In case of PNS problem, some exponential time algorithms based 
on the Branch and Bound technique were developed and studied in [25] and 
[26]. Another approach is to investigate specially structured instances which 
can be solved efficiently. These classes are called well-solvable classes. In 
case of PNS problem, well-solvable classes have not been developed earlier. 
In this thesis we present some of them. The third approach is to establish 
fast (polynomial time) algorithms which do not guarantee an optimal solu-
tion in general, but always result in a feasible solution which is close to the 
optimal solution in some sense. Such algorithms, called heuristic algorithms 
or heuristics, are important for several reasons. The feasible solutions found 
by heuristics can be used in procedures based on the Branch and Bound 
technique. Moreover, in practical problems there is often not enough time 
to find an optimal solution by an exponential algorithm, or the size of the 
problem is too large to use an exponential algorithm. In these cases, heuristic 
algorithms can be useful again. It can also occur that one does not need an 
optimal solution, it is sufficient to find a feasible solution the cost of which 
is not far from the optimal cost. For the PNS problem, heuristic algorithms 
have not yet been studied. Now we introduce and analyse some heuristics 
for the PNS problem. 

Another field where algorithms based on combinatorial ideas are very 
useful is the online computation. The theory of online algorithms and com-
petitive analysis is a new, rapidly developing area. In the second part of this 
work, we investigate three different online problems which are closely related 
to online machine scheduling. We develop and analyse some online algo-
rithms for these problems, and we also present some general lower bounds 
for the possible competitive ratios. 

The first problem considered is a particular scheduling problem. Usually 
in scheduling problems, the number of the available machines is a fixed pa-
rameter of the problem. We study the problem of scheduling with machine 
cost. Here we also have to purchase the machines, and the total cost, which 
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we want to minimize, is the sum of the cost of purchasing the machines and 
the cost of the produced schedule. The second problem we investigated is 
a scheduling problem where a two-layer multiprocessor architecture is given. 
In this problem there are two sets of machines, and the decision maker has 
to make an online assignment of jobs to one of the machine sets. The jobs 
are scheduled in an optimal offline preemptive way within a set. We study 
two models here. In the first one the goal is to minimize the sum of the 
makespans of the machine sets, in the second model we want to minimize 
the maximum of these makespans. The third problem which we consider is 
a strip packing problem with modifiable items. We investigate the online 
strip packing problem, where the sizes of the items are not fixed, so we can 
lengthen them. 

The thesis is organized as follows. In the following chapter we give the 
mathematical model of the PNS problem, furthermore, we recall the most 
fundamental definitions and results concerning this problem. Then, in Chap-
ter 3, some new results on the well-solvable classes of the PNS problem are 
presented. The material of this chapter is based on [7], [29] and [30]. In 
Chapter 4, two heuristic algorithms are introduced for the PNS problem, 
and they are studied by the worst-case analysis. This chapter is based on 
[8]. 

We start to present our results on online algorithms in Chapter 5. This 
chapter contains the most fundamental definitions of the competitive analy-
sis, and we also present some basic scheduling models. Later, in Chapter 6, 
the online scheduling problem with machine cost is studied. We investigate 
this problem in two different models. This chapter is based on [32]. Chapter 
7 contains our results on the scheduling problem with two-layer multiproces-
sor architecture (cf. [27], [28]). Finally, in Chapter 8, a strip packing problem 
with modifiable items is investigated. This chapter is based on [31]. 
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Chapter 2 

The mathematical model of the 
P N S problem 

This chapter is devoted to the foundation of PNS problem. First in Section 
2.1, the necessary notions and notation are introduced. Section 2.2 contains 
the corresponding optimization problem, and we recall here the proof which 
shows that this optimization problem is NP-hard. 

2.1 The structural model of PNS problem 
The foundations of PNS and the background of the combinatorial model 
studied here can be found in [18], [19], [20]. 

In the combinatorial approach, the structure of a process can be described 
by the process graph (see [19]) defined as follows. 

Let M be a finite nonempty set, the set of the materials. Furthermore, 
let 0 ^ O C p'(M) x p'(M) with M n O = 0, where p'(M) denotes the set 
of all nonempty subsets of M. The elements of O are called operating units 
and for an operating unit, u = (a, 0) e O, a and 0 are called the input-set 
and output-set of the operating unit, respectively. The pair (M, O) is defined 
to be a process graph or P-graph in short. The set of vertices of this directed 
graph is MUO, and the set of arcs is A = Ai\JA2, where Ai = {(X, Y) : Y = 
(a,P) G O and X E a}, and A2 = {(Y,X) : Y = (a,/?) e O and X e 0}. 

Now, let o C O and S C M be arbitrary. Let us define the following 
functions on the sets o and S: 
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mafn(o) = (J a, maiout(o) = (J P, 
(o,/3)eo (a,/3)eo 

mat(o) = matin(o) U matout(o), 
and 

A(S) = {u: « 6 0 & S n mat0Ut(u) ± 0}. 

Let process graphs (ra, o) and ( M , 0 ) be given. The P-graph (ra,o) is 
defined to be a subgraph of (M, O), if m Ç M and oÇ O. 

Now, we can define the structural model of PNS for studying the problem 
from a structural point of view. For this reason, let M* be an arbitrarily fixed 
possibly infinite set, the set of the available materials. By structural model 
of PNS, we mean a triplet M = (P,R,0) , where P, R, O are finite sets, 
0 ^ P Ç M* is the set of the desired products, R Ç M* is the set of the raw 
materials, and O Ç p'{M*) x p'(M*) is the set of the available operating 
units. It is assumed that P n P = 0 and M* Cl 0 = 0, moreover, a and P are 
finite sets for every (a, P) = u 6 O. 

Then, the process graph (M,0), where M = U{o: U p : (a,P) € O}, 
presents the interconnections among the operating units of O. Furthermore, 
every feasible process network, producing the given set P of products from the 
given set R of raw materials by using operating units from O, corresponds to 
a subgraph of (M, O). Investigating the corresponding subgraphs of (M, O), 
therefore, we can determine the feasible process networks. If we do not 
consider further constraints such as material balance, then the subgraphs of 
(M, O) which can be assigned to the feasible process networks have common 
combinatorial properties. They are studied in [19] and their description is 
given by the following definition. 

A subgraph (m, o) of (M, O) is called a solution-structure of (P, R, O) if 
the following conditions are satisfied: 

(Al) PCm, 
(A2) VX e m, X 6 R & no ( Y , X ) arc in the process graph (m, o), 
(A3) VF0 € o, 3 path [y0,K] in (m, o) with Yn G P, 
(A4) VX € m, 3(a, p) e o such that X G a U p. 
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The set of the solution-structures of M = (P,R,0 ) will be denoted by 
S(P,R,0) or S(M). 

Checking the desired conditions (Al) , . . . , (A4), one can prove the follow-
ing statement, which is presented in [19]. 

Proposition 2.1.1 Let M = (P,R ,0 ) be a, structural model of PNS. If 
(m, o) and (m',o') are solution-structures of M, then (to, o) U (to', o') = (mil 
m', O U o') is also a solution-structure of M. 

Proposition 2.1.1 indicates that the set 5(M) of the solution-structures 
is closed under the operation of finite union. Since .S(M) is a finite set, 
the union of all its elements also yields a solution-structure which is the 
greatest with respect to the subgraph ordering relation. The significance of 
the greatest element is revealed in the following definition. Let M = (P, R, O) 
be a structural model of PNS. By the maximal structure of M we mean the 
solution-structure defined as 

p.(M)= [J (m,o). 
(m,o)eS(M) 

If S(M) = 0, then ¡x{M) = 0; as such, p(M) is termed degenerate. 
The above definition obviously leads to the following observation. 

Remark 2.1.2 For any structural model of PNS, the set of solution-structu-
res is nonempty if and only if the maximal structure of this structural model 
is not degenerate. 

One basic question is how we can obtain the maximal structure from a 
structural model. In [20] and [21] a simple polynomial time algorithm is 
presented which can evaluate if 5(M) is empty, moreover, if 5(M) is not 
empty, the algorithm generates the corresponding maximal structure. Since 
we will not use this algorithm, we do not give the details here, we just note 
the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.1.3 For the structural model of PNS, a polynomial time algo-
rithm exists, which generates the maximal structure. 
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To show the importance of the maximal structure, we need the following 
definition. For any structural models M = (P,R,0 ) and M' = (P' ,R ' , 0 ' ) , 
M is defined to be equivalent to M' if the sets of desired products as well as 
the sets of solution-structures are identical for these structural models, i.e. 
P = P' and S(M) = S(M'). 

Let M = (P,R,0) be an arbitrary structural model with S(M) ^ 0. 
For fi(M) = (M, Ö), let us form the triplet M = (P,R,Ö), where R = 
RDM. This structural model is called the reduced structural model of M. 
An important property of this reduced model that its P-graph is a solution-
structure. For the reduced model the following statement is valid. 

Proposition 2.1.4 M = (P,R,Ö) is a structural model of PNS, and it is 
equivalent to M. 

With regard to Proposition 2.1.4, note that the structural model M de-
pends only on the maximal structure of M. Therefore, by Theorem 2.1.3, we 
obtain the following observation. 

Theorem 2.1.5 For any structural model, the reduced structural model can 
be generated by a polynomial time algorithm. 

2.2 PNS problems with weight 
Let us consider structural models of PNS problems in which each operating 
unit has a weight. We are to find a feasible process network with the minimal 
weight where by weight of a process network we mean the sum of the weights 
of the operating units belonging to the process network under consideration. 
Each feasible process network in such a class of PNS problems is determined 
uniquely from the corresponding solution-structure and vice versa. Thus, the 
problem can be formalized as follows. 

PNS problem with weights 
Let a structural model of PNS problem M = (P, R, O) be given. More-

over, let iu be a positive real-valued function defined on O, the weight func-
tion. The basic model is then 

m i n : (m,o) G S(P,R,0)}. 
u6o 
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In what follows, by PNS problem we mean this optimization problem, and 
the solution-structures are called feasible solutions. 

It is known (see [9]) that this PNS problem is NP-hard. We recall here 
the basic idea of the proof since we will use it later. First we have to define a 
particular class of PNS problems. A PNS problem is called a PNS1 problem if 
every material is a raw material or desired product; moreover, every operating 
unit produces desired products from raw materials. In [9], it is proven that 
the PNS1 problem is equivalent to the set covering problem. These problems 
are not only equivalent from the complexity theoretical point of view, but 
they have the same mathematical model. 

Now, we define the set covering problem, which is a well-known NP-hard 
problem (see [23]). In a set covering problem, a finite set I and a system of 
its subsets P i , . . . , Pm are given, where each subset has some positive cost. 
A set of indices J* C { 1 , . . . , m} is called a cover if U{Pj : j G J*} = I. By 
the cost of a cover we mean the sum of the costs of the subsets belonging to 
it. The problem is then to find a cover with minimal cost. 

Now, we outline the equivalence proof of the PNSl and set covering prob-
lems. Let (P, R, O) be an arbitrary PNSl problem with weight function w. 
Let Uj = (a j , 0j) G p'(R) x p'(P), j = 1 , . . . , n, denote the operating units. 
Then, one can prove that this problem is equivalent to the set covering prob-
lem in which the basic set is P and the system of its subsets is Pj, j = 1 , . . . , n, 
and the costs are iv'(Pj) = w(uj), j = 1 , . . . , n, respectively. 

For the other direction, consider an arbitrary set covering problem. Let 
P be the basic set and Pj, j = 1 ,...,n be the system of its subsets with 
costs w'(Pj), respectively. Let R be an arbitrary set with P f l P = 0. Let 
us consider the operating units Uj = (R,Pj), j = 1 , . . . ,n, and the weight 
function w(uj) = w'(Pj), j = 1 , . . . , n. Then, it is easy to see that the PNSl 
problem (P, R, O), where O = { iq , . . . , un}, is equivalent to the set covering 
problem under consideration. 
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Chapter 3 

Some well-solvable PNS classes 

In the previous chapter it is proven that the PNS problem is NP-hard. In 
general, when a problem is NP-hard or NP-complete, then the studies of some 
particular classes can result in effective procedures for solving the instances of 
these classes. Well-solvable classes were investigated for many optimization 
problem, a nice overview on thern can be found in [11]. For the PNS problem, 
the first well-solvable PNS classes are developed in [7], [29], and [30]. In this 
chapter we present these particular classes and the corresponding polynomial 
algorithms for solving their instances. 

3.1 Turning back PNS problem 
The first well-solvable class of PNS problems is the class of turning back PNS 
problems. This class is introduced in [29]. 

A PNS problem is called turning back if for every material, there exists 
at most one operating unit producing this material. This restriction yields 
so nice structure of the process graph which admits a linear time algorithm 
for solving the problem. This is comprised in the following statement. 

Theorem 3.1.1 ([29]) If a PNS problem M = ( P , R , 0 ) is turning back, 
then the following algorithm decides whether the problem has a feasible solu-
tion, and if it does, then the procedure provides an optimal solution. 
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Algorithm 3.1.1 
Initialization 
Set A0 = P, K0 = R,M0 = 0, 0Q = %,r := 1. 
Iteration (r-th iteration) 

• Step 1. Choose one material from Ar-\\ it is denoted by X. Terminate 
if there is no operating unit producing X directly; no feasible solution 
exists. Otherwise, let u = (a, 0) denote the operating unit producing 
X directly and proceed to Step 2. 

• Step 2. Terminate if there exists a Z G R such that Z G 0\ no feasible 
solution exists. Otherwise, proceed to Step 3. 

• Step 3. Let Kr = Kr_x U {A}, Ar = (Ar_i U a ) \ I<r, Or = Or_i U {u}, 
and Mr = Mr_i UaUjJ. If Ar ^ 0. then set r := r + 1 and proceed to 
the succeeding iteration. If Ar — 0, then proceed to Step 4. 

• Step 4• Terminate; the P-graph (M, O) is an optimal feasible solution 
where M = Mr and 0 = OT. 

Proof: To validate the procedure, first of all, let us observe that the 
procedure is executed in linear time. Indeed, by \Kr\ > |P r_i|, we have that 
after at most \M\ iterations the procedure terminates where M denotes the 
set of the materials appearing in the problem. 

Prior to proving the validity of the procedure, we show the following 
lemma. 

Lemma 3.1.2 During the procedure, Ar C m and O r C o are valid, for all 
r and for any feasible solution (m, o). 

Proof: The statement concerning Ar is proven by induction on the number 
of the iteration steps. Since Step 1 and Step 2 do not change Ar, it is 
sufficient to investigate Step 3. Before the first iteration step, Ao = P, and 
hence, the statement follows from condition (Al) of the feasible solutions. 
Now, let r > 1, and let us suppose that the statement is valid before the r-th 
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iteration step. Then, we show that it is valid after the r-th iteration step 
as well. In the iteration step considered, an element X is chosen from Ar_v. 
Then, X is contained in every feasible solution by the induction hypothesis, 
furthermore, R C Kr-i and Ar_i n Kr-\ = 0 imply X £ R. Therefore, 
by condition (A2), every feasible solution contains an operating unit which 
produces X directly. Since the considered PNS problem is turning back, 
there is exactly one operating unit u producing X which is chosen by the 
procedure. Consequently, u is contained in every feasible solution. But each 
feasible solution is a P-graph, and thus, it contains both the input and output 
materials of u. On the other hand, by the induction hypothesis, each feasible 
solution contains also Ar_1, and thus, from Ar C Ar_i Ua it follows that the 
statement is valid for r as well. 

To prove the statement regarding Or, let (m, o) be an arbitrary feasible 
solution, and u be such an operating unit which was involved in Or during 
the r-th iteration phase. Then, there exists a n X e A—1 which is an output 
material of u. On the other hand, by the statement concerning Ar, we have 
X G m, furthermore, by the definition of Ar, X £ R. Therefore, by condition 
(A2), there exists an operating unit in o which has X as its output material. 
Since the considered PNS problem is turning back, there exists exactly one 
operating unit which has X as output material, namely, the operating unit u 
which is chosen by the procedure. Consequently, u G o which ends the proof 
of Lemma 3.1.2. 

• 

Using Lemma 3.1.2, we prove the correctness of the algorithm. Firstly, 
consider the case when the algorithm terminates in the first step of the r-
th iteration. Then, it is shown that no feasible solution exists. To prove 
by contradiction, let us suppose that the algorithm terminates in the first 
step of the r-th iteration and the problem has a feasible solution denoted 
by (m, o). Lemma 3.1.2 yields that Ar-1 C m, and thus, X G m for the 
material X chosen in the rth iteration phase. Furthermore, by R C 7(Tr_i 
and Ar-\ fl Kr-\ = 0, we have X ^ R. This observation and condition (A2) 
imply that there is an operating unit producing X which contradicts our 
assumption on the termination. 

Now, let us suppose that the algorithm terminates in Step 2 of the r-th 
iteration. Then, it is shown that no feasible solution exists. For verification 
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by contradiction, let us assume that (m, o) is a feasible solution. Then, in 
the light of Lemma 3.1.2, u G o is valid for the operating unit u selected in 
the r-th iteration phase. On the other hand, u has an output material Z 
with Z G R by our assumption on termination. This yields, that there is an 
edge (it, Z) in (m, o) where Z G R, which contradicts condition (A2). 

Finally, we prove that the procedure provides an optimal feasible solution 
if it terminates in Step 4 of the r-th iteration phase. First, we show that the 
algorithm provides a P-graph (M, O) which is a feasible solution. 

During the procedure, if an operating unit u is involved into the set Or, 
then we put its input and output materials into Mr, and thus, O C p'(M) x 
p'{M). On the other hand, 0 ^ 0 from our assumption. Consequently, M 
and O determine a P-graph. Therefore, we have to prove conditions (Al), 
(A2), (A3), (A4). 

According to the procedure, in Step 3, we take the material chosen from 
Ar_ i into set Mr, and Kr contains only materials from P which are in Mr. 
These observations give that starting with A0 = P, Ar = 0 implies P C Mr. 
In addition, M = Mr, thereby resulting in the validity of condition (Al). 

There is no operating unit in O with output material from R since the 
procedure does not terminate in Step 2. This implies that there is no (Y, X) 
arc in ( M , 0 ) if X G R and X G M. On the other hand, we put each 
material X £ R, which is placed into Mr and not produced by any operating 
unit from Or into Ar in Step 3. Thus, if Ar = 0, then each material from Mr 
which is not a raw material is produced by an operating unit from Or. The 
observations above provide the validity of condition (A2). 

Condition (A3) is proven by induction. If r = 1, then 0\ contains only one 
operating unit which has an output material from P, and thus, condition (A3) 
is satisfied. Now, let r > 1, and let us suppose that condition (A3) is true for 
Or-1- We show that condition (A3) is valid for Or if the procedure has not yet 
been terminated in the r — 1-th iteration phase. Since 0T = Or-i U {it}, and 
by our induction hypothesis, condition (A3) is true for Or-1, it is enough to 
prove that there exists a path [it, Z] in (M, O) with Z G P for the operating 
unit u selected in the r-th iteration phase of the procedure. The operating 
unit it has the output material X from Ar-i- On the other hand, X G Ar-i 
is possible only if X G P or X is an input material for some operating unit 
v G Or-1. In the first case, [it, X] is a suitable path in (M,0). In the second 



case, (M, O) contains a path [v, Z] with Z G P by the induction hypothesis. 
Equipping this path with u and X, we again get a suitable [u, Z) path. 

Finally, since we put only materials into Mr which are input or output 
materials of the operating units from Or, the validity of condition (A4) is 
obvious. 

Hence, we have proven that the algorithm gives a feasible solution. Now, 
it is shown that this feasible solution is optimal. Since the weight of each 
operating unit is positive, it is enough to prove that each operating unit from 
O is contained in every feasible solution. On the other hand, this statement 
is an obvious consequence of Lemma 3.1.2. 

• 

3.2 Hierarchical PNS problems 

In this section we present our results on the hierarchical PNS problems which 
are introduced in [7]. These results were developed by a joint research with 
the coauthors, and it is impossible to separate the parts which belong to the 
author. The structure of these problems makes it possible to solve further 
particular classes by polynomial algorithms. 

Let I be a positive integer. A PNS problem M = (P,R,0) is called 
I-hierarchical if there exist a partition M0 = R,..., Mi = P of M and a 
partition Oi,..., Oi of O that for each i, i = 1 , . . . , I, Oi contains operating 
units which have all input materials from M4_i and output materials from 
Mi. If a PNS problem is /-hierarchical for some I, then it is called hierarchical. 
Such hierarchical PNS problems, which are thin in the sense that the size 
of Oi, i = 1 , . . . , /, and the size of Mi, i = 1 , . . . , / are bounded by a fixed 
constant, are well-solvable. To form this statement more precisely, we need 
the following definitions. A PNS problem is called k-wide I-hierarchical if it 
is an /-hierarchical problem, moreover |Mj| < k is valid for i = 0 , . . . , / ; and 
|Oi| < k holds for i = 1 , . . . , /. 

Theorem 3.2.1 ([7]) If a PNS problem M = (P, R, O) is k-wide l-hierarchical, 
then the following algorithm gives an optimal feasible solution of the problem 
or it gives that the problem has no feasible solution. The time complexity of 
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the algorithm is 0(1), where the constant in O may depend on k exponen-
tially. 

Algori thm 3.2.2 
Subprocedure 1 (Computing functions Fi andGi) 

• Initialization. Let N be a fixed number greater than \0\ • q, where q 
denotes the maximum of the weights of the operating units. 

• Part 0. Let G0(S) = 0 and F0(S) = 0, for all S C M0. 

• Part i (i = 1,...,/). 

- Step 1.1. If there exists a set S C Mi for which the functions F, 
and Gi have not yet been determined, then choose one of them 
and perform the following steps for it. Otherwise, proceed to the 
i + 1-th part if i < I, and proceed to Subprocedure 2 if i — I. 

— Step 1.2. Consider the subset A ( S ) of 0{, and for every set Q C 
A (S), investigate the validity of S C mat0Ut(Q). If this relation 
is false for every Q, then proceed to Step 1.4. Otherwise, let the 
sets satisfying the relation above be denoted by Qi,...,Qt and 
proceed to Step 1.3. 

— Step 1.3.' For every Qj, j = 1 , . . . , t, calculate the following value: 

Cj = Gi^imaf^Qj)) + £ w(u). 
ueQj 

Let us denote a set with minimal value by Qj. If there are more 
sets with the same minimal value, then choose the set which has 
the smallest index. Furthermore, let Fj(5) = Qj, Gi(S) = Cj, and 
proceed to Step 1.1. 

- Step 1.4. Let F0S) = 0, G0S) = N, and proceed to Step 1.1. 

Subprocedure 2 (Finding an optimal solution) 
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• Initialization. If Gi(P) > N, then terminate; the problem has no 
feasible solution. Otherwise, let Ao = P, OQ = 0, and r = 1. 

• Iteration (r-th iteration) 

- Step 2.1. Let 
Or = Or-l U Fj+1_r(Ar_,.), Ar = ma&iFi+^riAr-i)). 
If r = I, then proceed to Step 2.2, otherwise let r := r + 1 and 
proceed to the next iteration. 

— Step 2.2. Terminate; the optimal solution is the P-graph (m,o), 
where o = O/, and m = mat(o). 

Proof: First, we prove that if the algorithm gives a solution, then the 
produced sets m,o yield a P-graph, which is a feasible solution. By the 
definition of m, it is obvious that for the sets m, o, the P-graph (m, o) exists 
and satisfies condition (A4). Let us observe that if i < I, then for each element 
of Ai, there exists an operating unit in o producing it. This observation 
follows from the definition of the functions Fj, j = 1 , . . . , I. Thus, by A0 = P, 
we have that (m, o) satisfies condition (AI). Since in a hierarchical PNS 
problem there is no operating unit producing raw material, we get that in 
(m, o) there is no edge leading into a raw material. To prove the second part 
of condition (A2), let X G m be a material with X $ R. Since X G m, 
thus X is an output or input material of some operating unit from o. In 
the first case, we get by the definition of the P-graph that there exists an 
edge leading into X. In the second case, let u G o be an operating unit 
which has X as an input material. Since u G o, there exists an index r for 
which u G F(+i_r(Ar_i). This gives that X G Ar. On the other hand, by 
induction on the number of iterations it is easy to see that Af C Mj_i, for all 
¿,¿ = 0 , . . . , / . This observation results in r ^ I. Thus, X G Ai for some i < I, 
which yields that there exists an edge in (m, o) leading into it. Consequently, 
condition (A2) is also valid for (m, o). To prove condition (A3), it is enough 
to show that for each operating unit from Oi, i = 1,... ,1, there exists a path 
in (m, o) leading from it into a desired product. We prove this statement by 
induction on i. For the case % = 1, we have A0 = P, thus, by the definition of 
the function Fj, the validity of the statement follows. Now, let 1 < % < I, and 



let us suppose that the statement is valid for i. We show that it is also valid 
for i + 1. Since Oi+i = OiUFi+1_(i+i)(Ai), thus, by the induction hypothesis, 
it is enough to prove the statement for the operating units contained in 
Fi+1_(i+1)(Ai). Let u e Fi+1-(i+1)(Ai) be arbitrary. By the definition of the 
function Fj+i_(i+1), we obtain that u has an output material from the set 
A,. (Otherwise, during Step 1.2, Fi+i_(i+i)(At) C A(Aj) is not valid which 
is a contradiction.) Let such a material be denoted by Z. By the definition 
of Aj, it follows that Z is an input material of some operating unit v G 0%. 
Then, by the induction hypothesis, there exists a path [u, Y] in (m, o) where 
Y is a desired product. If we complete the beginning of this path with u and 
Z, we get a path in (m, o) leading from u into the desired product Y. Thus, 
we have proven our statement for i + 1, which yields that condition (A3) is 
valid for the P-graph (m,o). Consequently, the P-graph determined by the 
algorithm is a feasible solution. 

Now, we prove the correctness of the procedure. To do this, first we show 
the following statement concerning Gi. 

Lemma 3.2.2 For every feasible solution, the weight of the feasible solution 
is at least Gi(P). 

Proof: Let (m, o) be an arbitrary feasible solution of the problem. Let 
Oi = OiDo, for i = 1 , . . . , I. Since (m, o) is a feasible solution and the materials 
of P can be produced only by operating units from Oi, by conditions (Al) 
and (A2), we have that P C matout(oi). The definition of the function Gi 
and this observation yield the following inequality: 

Gt(P) < Gi-i(matin(oi)) + £ u/(u). 
ug oj 

On the other hand, (m, o) is a feasible solution, thus matin(oi) C m. The 
input materials of the operating units from oj are in the set Mj_ i, thus if / ^ 1, 
then they are not contained in R. This yields that for each of them, there 
exists an operating unit in o having it as an output material. Furthermore, 
the problem is hierarchical, and hence, the materials from the set Mj_i are 
produced only by operating units from Oi-\. These observations yield that 
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matm(oi) C matoui{pi-\). This relation and the definition of the function 
Gi-x imply the following inequality: 

Gi_i(matiB(o,)) < G l-2{maen{o l^)) + £ w{u). 
ueoj_i 

In the same way as above, we obtain that the following inequality is valid, 
for all i , i = 1, . . . , / — 1: 

Gi{mafn(oi+l)) < Gi-i{matin{oi)) + E w{u). 

Summarizing the obtained inequalities, by GQ(S) = 0, we get the following 
inequality: 

Gi(P) < E E «(«), 
¿=1 ueot 

which gives the required result. 
• 

By Lemma 3.2.2, we can prove the correctness of the procedure. 
First, we prove that there is no feasible solution of the problem if Gi(P) > 

N. Contrary, let us suppose that there is a feasible solution of the problem. 
Let us denote the weight of this solution by K. By the definition of N, we 
have N > K. On the other hand, Lemma 3.2.2 states that Gi(P) < K, 
which results in the contradiction N > N. 

Now, we show that the feasible solution produced by the algorithm is 
optimal if Gi{P) < N. First, let us observe that the weight of the produced 
feasible solution is Gi(P). This observation follows immediately from the 
construction of the algorithm. Thus, by Lemma 3.2.2, we obtain that the 
weight of any feasible solution is at least as large as the weight of the produced 
feasible solution, which means that we get an optimal solution. 

Let us investigate the time complexity of the procedure. In Subprocedure 
1, we perform I parts. During a part, we examine every subsets of A(S), for 
each subset S of Mi. Since the problem is k-wide /-hierarchical, M, has at 
most 2fc subsets, and since for each such subset S, A (S ) C Oi, thus, A (S ) can 
have only 2K subsets. Consequently, we obtain that the number of operations 
performed in each iteration is independent of the size of the problem (it 
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depends only on k). In Subprocedure 2, which is based on functions F, and 
Gi, we perform I iterations, and the number of operations in each iteration 
is a constant. This yields that the number of operations performed by the 
procedure is bounded by 0(1). 

• 

Thus, for each fixed k, the above algorithm solves any fc-wide hierarchi-
cal problem in linear time. However, we have to note that the constant in 
the complexity of the algorithm is exponential in k. This shows that our 
procedure can be really effective only for small k. 

Investigating the presented algorithm, one can conclude an interesting 
observation on the solvability of the hierarchical PNS problems. 

Corollary 3.2.3 For a hierarchical PNS problem, if every material, distinct 
from the raw materials, is produced by some operating units, then the problem 
has a feasible solution. 

Proof: Let us perform the algorithm for the problem. By the above 
assumption, we obtain that S C raa£0Ut(A(S)) for each subset S of materials, 
which gives that Step 1.4 is not performed in Subprocedure 1. This yields 
that Gi(P) < N, and then the problem has a feasible solution. 

• 

3.3 Enlarging and c-ordered PNS problems 
To close this chapter, we present a new method called enlarging, which is 
introduced in [30]. The idea of this method is to enlarge the problem with 
new dummy operating units having weight 0. However, this is not allowed 
in our model since each operating unit must have a positive weight. But if 
we assign a sufficiently small weight to the new operating units, then we can 
obtain the same result. By this method, we prove that more difficult PNS 
problems are reducible to hierarchical PNS problems. First, we introduce 
the following definitions. 

A PNS problem M = (P, R, O) is called reducible to M' = (P', R', O') 
if there is a bijective mapping (¡> from .SÍM) onto 5(M') that the image 
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under <f)~l of any optimal solution of M' is an optimal solution of M. A PNS 
problem is called cycle free if the P-graph of the problem does not contain any 
directed cycle. Furthermore, a problem is called integer if every operating 
unit has a positive integer weight. Then, the following statement is valid. 

Theorem 3.3.1 ([30]) Every integer cycle free PNS problem M = (P, R, O) 
is reducible to a hierarchical PNS problem. 

Proof: Let us consider an integer cycle free PNS problem. Without loss 
of generality, we may assume that the model is a reduced structural model 
since if it has a feasible solution, then by Theorem 2.1.5, one can obtain 
the equivalent reduced model. The case when the problem has no feasible 
solution is not interesting, since this fact also turns out by the maximal 
structure generation algorithm. Let the P-graph of our problem be (M,0). 
Since we have a reduced model, (M, O) is a feasible solution. Now, we 
construct a suitable hierarchical PNS problem in two phases. 

Phase 1. (Classifying) In this phase, we do not change the model, we 
just order the sets of the materials and operating units in an appropriate way. 
Let Mo be the set of the raw materials. Furthermore, let 0\ be the set of the 
operating units whose input materials are from Mo- At the i-th step of the 
ordering, when sets Mo , . . . , Mj_i and 0\,..., OI are already determined, we 
construct the sets Mi and Oj+i as follows. Let Mj be the set of the materials 
which are produced only by operating units from Oi U . . . U Oi, and which 
are not contained in Mo U . . . U Mj_ i. If Uj=1Mj = M, then the ordering is 
finished, otherwise, let Oj+i be the set of the operating units which have each 
input materials in MQU. . .UM;, and which are not contained in 0\ U. . .UOI. 
Some properties of this ordering are summarized in the following statement. 

Lemma 3.3.2 The classifying is finished in a finite number of steps. Fur-
thermore, if the ordering is finished after I steps, the sets Mo, . . . , Mi and 
Oi,... ,Oi form partitions of M and O, respectively. Finally, every edge in 
(M, O) leading from an operating unit into a material leads from Oi into Mj 
with i < j for some i,j G {1,. . . , /}, and every edge in (M, O) leading from 
a material into an operating unit leads from set Mi into set Oj with i < j 
for some i G {0,1,... Z — 1} and j G [ I , . . . , /}. 
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Proof: The classifying phase of the algorithm is based on the same idea 
as the well-known procedure to assign indices to the vertices of a cycle free 
directed graph in a way that the starting vertex of every arc has index smaller 
than the ending vertex (see [33]). The difference is that our procedure does 
not choose only one source, but all of them in each step. The proof of Lemma 
з.3.2 can be done in the same way as the correctness proof of this well-known 
procedure. Therefore, we ornit the details here. 

• 

Phase 2. (Enlarging) First, we extend the set of the materials with a 
new material P' and the set of the operating units with a new operating unit 
и, which has the original desired products as its input materials and P' as 
its output material, furthermore, let the new desired product be P'. Let the 
weight of the new operating unit be 1. One can easily see that the original 
problem is reducible to this new problem M' = ({P'},/?., O U {u}). (From 
a feasible solution of the original problem we can obtain a feasible solution 
of the new problem completing the first feasible solution with both the new 
material and new operating unit. On the other hand, from a feasible solution 
of the new problem we can obtain a feasible solution of the original problem 
deleting from the first feasible solution both the new material and new op-
erating unit.) Furthermore, if we extend the partitions with Oj+i and Mj+1 
where Oi+i contains the new operating unit, Mj+x contains the new desired 
product, then the properties presented in Lemma 3.3.2 still hold. Now, we 
construct a hierarchical PNS problem to which this problem is reducible. 
For the edges in (M-,0), we define some new operating units and some new 
materials as follows. Consider first the edges leading from a material into an 
operating unit. Let (X, Y) be such an edge. Then, by Lemma 3.3.2, X e Mi 
and Y e Oj, where j > i. We do not define new operating units and ma-
terials if j = i + 1. Otherwise, we define j — i — 1 new operating units and 
j — i — 1 new materials; let us denote them by u(X, Y, i+1),..., u(X, Y, j — 1) 
and A(X, Y, i + 1) , . . . , A(X, Y,j - 1), respectively. If i + 1 < p < j - 1, 
then let the input and output of u(X, Y,p) be A(X, Y,p - 1) and A(X, Y,p), 
respectively, moreover, let u(X, Y, i + 1) = ({X}, {A(X, Y, i + 1)}. Further-
more, let us change the input set of Y replacing X by A(X, Y, j — 1). In 
other words, replace the arc (X, Y) by the path which contains the vertices 
X, u(X, Y, i +1), A(X, Y, i +1), u{X, Y, i + 2), . . . , A(X, Y, j-1), Y. Consider 
now the edges leading from an operating unit into a material. Let (Y, X) be 
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such an edge. Then, by Lemma 3.3.2, Y G Oi and X G Mj, where i < j. 
We do not define new operating units and materials if j = i. Otherwise, we 
define j—i new operating units and j—i new materials, let us denote them by 
u(Y, X,i + 1),.. •, u(Y, X,j) and A{Y, X, i),..., A(Y, X,j - 1), respectively. 
Let the input and output of u(Y,X,p) be A(Y,X,p — 1) and A(Y, X,p), re-
spectively if i + 1 < p < j, moreover, let u(Y,X,j) = ({A(Y, A, j - 1 )} , {A}). 
Furthermore, let us change the output set of Y replacing X by A(Y, X, i). In 
other words, replace the arc (Y, X) by the path which contains the vertices 
Y, A(Y, X, i), u(Y, X, i + 1 ),A(X, Y, i + 1), . . . , u(Y, X, j),X. Finally, let us 
assign the weight e = 1/(\M\ • \0\ • I) to each new operating unit. Let M 
be the set containing both the new materials and original materials, further-
more, let O be the set containing the new operating units and the original 
operating units. (If we changed the input or the output set of an original 
operating unit, then here we consider the modified operating unit.) In such 
a way, we obtain a new PNS model having the same raw materials and de-
sired products as M'. This is M = ({/"}, R, O) and by equipping it with 
the defined weights, we obtain a hierarchical PNS problem as the following 
lemma shows. 

Lemma 3.3.3 The new PNS problem defined above is hierarchical. 

Proof: For every i, i = 0,1,... ,1+1, let N{ be the set of the new materials 
which are of the form A(X, Y, i) or A(Y, X, i), and let M{ = M{ U N{. On the 
other hand, for every j, j = 1,... ,1, let Uj be the set of the new operating 
units which are of the form u(X,Y,j) or u(Y, X,j), and let Oj = O'j U 
Uj, where O'j contains the original or the modified version of the original 
operating units from Oj. Using sets M0,..., Mi+\ and 0\,..., Oi+1, it follows 
immediately by the definition that the new problem is hierarchical. 

• 
Furthermore, the original PNS problem is reducible to this new hier-

archical one as the following lemma states. 

Lemma 3.3.4 The original PNS problem belonging to M is reducible to the 
new hierarchical PNS problem. 
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Proof: Let us define a mapping ip on 5'(M) as follows. For every feasible 
solution (m, o) G <S(M), let us assign to (m, o) the subgraph (m, o) of (M , Ő), 
which we obtain by performing the enlarging on (m, o). From the definition 
of the enlarging, it follows immediately that the subgraph (m, o) satisfies 
conditions (Al), (A2), (A3), (A4), thus, the obtained subgraph is an element 
of 5(101). On the other hand, since each new material is produced by only one 
operating unit in M, it follows by condition (A2) that if a feasible solution of 
M contains a new operating unit defined in the case of an edge (X, Y), then 
it contains all of the new operating units and materials defined by considering 
{X, Y). This yields that every element (m,ö) of S(M) can be obtained by 
performing the enlarging on a suitable subgraphs of (M,0). We can obtain 
this subgraph if we perform the inverse process of the enlarging on (m, ö), 
we replace the sets of the new operating units and materials by the original 
edges and delete operating unit u and material P'. Checking conditions 
(Al), (A2), (A3), (A4), it is easy to sec that the subgraph of (M, O) obtained 
in such a way is a feasible solution of M. Therefore, the mapping <p defined 
above is a bijective mapping of S(M) onto 5(M). Finally, we prove that the 
image of an optimal solution of M under <p~l is an optimal solution of M. 
Let (mi, öi) be an optimal solution of M, and let its image under tp~l be 
(mi, oi). Then, (mi, Oi) is a feasible solution of M. Let us suppose that it is 
not optimal. This yields that there exists a feasible solution of M, denoted 
by (m2,o2), which has smaller weight. Let (m2,ö2) be the image of (m2,o2) 
under (p. Then, it is a feasible solution of M. On the other hand, since the 
number of the new operating units is smaller than |M|-|0|-/ and w(u) = 1, we 
get that w(m2,ö2) < w(m2) o2) + 2. Furthermore, since the original problem 
is integer, w(mi,öi) > w(mi,oi) + 1 > w(m2,o2) + 2. Therefore, we obtain 
that w(rh2,ö2) < w{fhi,öi), which contradicts the optimality of (mi,öi). 

We have to mention the following remarks regarding Theorem 3.3.1. 

Remark 3.3.5 The assumption that the PNS problem is integer is not a 
strong restriction from practical point of view. We can obtain integer PNS 
problems if we choose a sufficiently small unit of weight. 

Remark 3.3.6 If we consider a more general model in which some operating 
units can have 0 weights, then the integer assumption is not necessary since it 
is only used to define a sufficiently small vieights for the new operating units. 
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This more general model is considered in [30], the results of this section are 
presented there without the integer assumption. 

Remark 3.3.7 Unfortunately, in the general case, the constructed hierarch-
ical problem can be very wide, thus, the algorithm for solving hierarchical 
problems can be not effective enough to solve the general problem. 

However, if we make some further assumptions, then the problem con-
structed above is fc-wide hierarchical for a constant k. Let us call a PNS 
problem (c, l)-ordered if there exist such partitions M0 = R,..., Mj = P and 
0\,... ,Oi, of M and O, respectively, that Oj contains only operating units 
which have input materials from U {Mj :i — c<j < «} and output materials 
from U {Mj : i < j < i + c}, for every i, i = 1 , . . . , / . Furthermore, a (c, /)-
ordered problem is called to be k-wide if |Mj| < k and |Oj| < k are valid for 
i = 0 , . . . , I, j = 1 , . . . , I. The following statement holds for the (c, Z)-ordered 
problems. 

Proposit ion 3.3.8 An integer k\-wide (c, I)-ordered problem is reducible to 
a k-wide l-hierarchical problem where k = k\ + k\{c — l)c. 

Proof: Let us consider an arbitrary integer fci-wide (c, i)-ordered problem, 
and denote it by M = (P ,R,0) . The problem considered is an integer 
cycle free problem, thus, we can reduce it to a hierarchical problem as it is 
presented in the proof of Theorem 3.3.1. Let us observe that the first part 
of the enlarging is necessary only to ensure that M i + i contains the desired 
products. On the other hand, in a (c, /)-ordered problem Mj = P> thus in 
case of ordered problems we can omit this part. Let the new PNS problem 
be M = (P, R, O). We know that this problem is hierarchical with the sets 
Mj = Mj U Nj, j = 0 , . . . , I, Oi = 0\ U U{, i = 1 , . . . , Z, presented in Lemma 
3.3.3. Let us consider the number of elements in U{. We define a new 
operating unit which is placed into C/j for each edge (X, Y), where X G Mv 
and Y G O,, with p < i < q, and for each edge (F, X), where Y G Oq and 
X G Mp with q < i < p. Since the problem is c-ordered, it is easy to see 
that the pair (q,p) can get in both cases at most (c — l)c/2 possible values. 
Furthermore, since the problem is fcj-wide, we can choose the edge (X, Y) or 
(Y,X) in k]2 ways for a fixed pair p,q. This yields that \Ui\ < kf(c — l)c. 
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Therefore, |04| < h + k\(c- l)c. One can prove the same inequality for \Mj\ 
in a similar way. This ends the proof of Proposition 3.3.8. 

• 
By Proposition 3.3.8 and by investigating the time complexity of the 

enlarging procedure, we can conclude the following result. 

Theorem 3.3.9 ([30]) An integer k\-wide (c, I)-orderedproblem can be solved 
by an algorithm having time complexity 0(1 • \M\ • \0\), where the constant 
may depend on k,\ + k\(c — l)c exponentially. 

Proof: First, we may construct the hierarchical problem of Theorem 3.3.1. 
Since the problem is in ordered form, we need not perform the classifying 
part. Furthermore, as it is mentioned in the proof of Proposition 3.3.8, we 
can also omit the first part of the enlarging phase. Therefore, to construct 
the suitable hierarchical problem, we have only to replace the edges with 
the new operating units and materials. This procedure can be performed in 
2-£-|M|-|0| time. By Proposition 3.3.8, the obtained problem is ki+k\(c—l)c-
wide, thus, by Theorem 3.2.1, it can be solved by a C-l time algorithm where 
C is a constant depending on k\ + kf(c — l)c exponentially. Finally, from the 
optimal solution of the new problem we obtain the optimal solution of the 
original problem in at most 2-1- \M\ • |0 | time, by the inverse process of the 
enlarging. 

• 
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Chapter 4 

Heuristic algorithms for the 
P N S problem 

For NP-hard problems, the construction and analysis of heuristic algorithms 
is a rapidly developing area. By heuristic algorithms we mean fast (polyno-
mial time) algorithms which do not guarantee an optimal solution in general, 
but always result in a feasible solution which is close to the optimal solution 
in some sense. One can find more details on heuristic algorithms in [23] and 
[36]. 

For the PNS problem, heuristic algorithms have not yet been earlier stud-
ied. The first heuristic algorithms for the PNS problem are developed in [8]. 
This paper also contains an empirical analysis which belongs to the coauthors, 
the theoretical part contains mainly the results of the author. We present 
these algorithms in Section 4.1, and some theoretical worst-case bounds are 
proven for them in Section 4.2. 

Throughout this chapter we will consider PNS problems which are in 
reduced form. By Theorem 2.1.5 we can do it without loosing the generality. 

4.1 The heuristic algorithms 
The basic ideas of both algorithms are the same. They can be considered as 
the generalizations of the well-known Chvatal's algorithm (see [14]) for the 
set covering problem. Both algorithms use a cost function defined on the 
materials, which gives a lower bound on the producing cost of the material 
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considered. By this function, the algorithms select operating units step by 
step, which finally form a feasible solution. First, we define the cost function, 
and then the algorithms are presented. 

4.1.1 Definition of the cost function 
The general definition of the cost function, denoted by c, is given in [25]. This 
definition is long and difficult. Moreover, in the worst-case bound proofs, only 
cycle free subclasses are investigated, and therefore, the general definition of 
the function c is not recalled here. On the other hand, the definition of this 
function is very simple for the cycle free case. Thus, we present this particular 
definition here. We define the function c by presenting the algorithm which 
determines it. Before the description of the algorithm, we outline its basic 
idea. In each iteration step, we have two sets and J ^ . is the set 
of materials for which the costs have already been determined and J ^ is 
its complement. Initially, contains the raw materials. In the r-tli step, 
we select a material X from J^ which is produced only by operating units 
having all inputs from the set We determine the cost for X and move 
X from J(') into At the beginning of the procedure, zero is assigned as 
the cost of the elements of Now, the algorithm determining the function 
c is presented in details. 

Algorithm 4.1.1 

• Initialization 
Set J<°) = R, J<°> = M\R,r = 0, 
and c(X) = 0, for all X e M. 

• Iteration (r-th iteration) 
Terminate if J^ = 0. Otherwise, choose a material X e for which 
the input materials of all the operating units Ui,... ,u¿ producing X 
directly are in For every ut, calculate the value 

ct = w(ut) + max{c(V) : V € matin(ut)}, 

and let c(X) be the minimal ct value, moreover, let 
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/(r+1) = J(r) y J(r+1> = j w \ {X}. Set r := r + 1 and proceed to 
the next iteration. 

To verify the correctness of the algorithm, we have to show that if J ^ ± 0, 
then there exists an X G J^ for which the input materials of all the operating 
units , . . . , Uj producing X directly are in We prove this statement 
by contradiction. Let us suppose that for every X G an operating unit 
exists which produces X and has input material in J(r\ Let us choose a 
material A0 from Then, we have an operating unit Ay that produces 
AQ and has an input material A2 G J^. The same statement is valid for 
A2. Hence, we have an operating unit A3 which produces A2 and has an 
input material A4 G «7^. If we continue this list, we obtain a sequence of 
materials A0, A2,... and operating units Ay, A3,... for which A2i and A2i+2 
are output and input materials of A2i+i, respectively. On the other hand, the 
set of materials is finite, and consequently, A2i = A2k for some k > I. Then, 
A2k, A2k-i,..., A2l+i,A2l is a cycle in the P-graph, which is a contradiction. 
Therefore, the algorithm is correct and it determines a nonnegative function 
c in a finite number of steps. 

Now, we can present our heuristic algorithms. 

4.1.2 The algorithms 

The algorithms select one operating unit in each iteration step. The difference 
between the two algorithms is in the rule for selecting the operating unit. 
The algorithms work with two sets, the set. of the selected operating units 
and the set of the required materials. At the beginning of the procedure, 
the set of the selected operating units is empty, and the set of the required 
materials is P. Later, in each iteration step, we extend the set of the selected 
operating units with one operating unit and delete the output materials of 
this operating unit from the set of the required materials. Moreover, every 
input material of the operating unit considered, which is neither raw material 
nor input material of any of the selected operating units, is placed into the 
set of the required materials. The procedure terminates when the set of the 
required materials becomes empty. We obtain the feasible solution (m, o), 
where o is the set of the selected operating units, and m = mat(o). For 
completing the description of the algorithms, we have to define the rules for 
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selecting the succeeding operating unit. We select the operating unit v for 
which the quotient 

w (v) + the inputs' cost of v 
the number of the required outputs of v 

is minimal. The difference between the two algorithms is in the calculation 
of the inputs' cost of an operating unit. In the first algorithm, called Asuinc, 
this cost is estimated by Dx€mat™(v) c(X). In the second algorithm, called 
Amaxc, this cost is estimated by max{c(A") : X G matm(v)}. Since this is 
only the difference between the two algorithms, we present here only, one of 
them, namely, the algorithm Asumc. 

Algorithm Asumc 

• Initialization. Set N0 = P, O0 = 0, K0 = R, and i = 0. 

• Iteration. (i-th iteration) 

- Step 1. Proceed to Step 3 if Ni = 0. Otherwise, for each operating 
unit u ^ O i producing material from Ni, take the quotient 

w{u) + Zxemati»(u) c(X) 
u(Ni) 

where u(Ni) denotes the number of those elements of Ni which are 
produced by u. Select an operating unit for which this quotient is 
minimal and denote it by v. 

- Step 2. Let Oi+i = Oi U {w}, Ki+1 = K{ U m.atout(v), and Ni+1 = 
Ni U mattn(v) \ Ki+i- Increase the value of i by 1, and proceed to 
the next iteration. 

- Step 3. Let o = Oi, and m = mat{o). 

First, let us consider the correctness and finiteness of the procedure. 
Though we consider only the algorithm Asumc, the same proof is valid for 
Amaxc as well. We have to show that for every material A G Ni, there exists 
an operating unit producing A. Let us observe that for every i, Ki contains 
the raw materials and the materials which are produced by some operating 
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units from Oj. Therefore, there are no raw materials in iVj. On the other 
hand, ( M , 0 ) is the maximal structure, and hence, every material A & R 
is produced by some operating unit. These observations yield the required 
statement. Moreover, we put one new operating unit into the set Oj dur-
ing each iteration, and therefore, the set Ki will contain all the materials for 
some i, and the procedure terminates in the next step, provided that the pro-
cedure does not terminate earlier. Consequently, the algorithm terminates 
after finitely many steps and produces the sets m and o. The definition of m 
shows that these sets determine a P-graph. We prove now that this P-graph 
is a feasible solution. 

Theorem 4.1.1 Algorithms Asumc and Amaxc result in a feasible solution. 

Proof: We prove the statement for Asumc; the same proof is valid for 
Amaxc as well. We have to show that the P-graph (m, o) satisfies the condi-
tions given in the definition of the feasible solution. First, consider condition 
(Al). By the earlier observation on Ki, it follows that the procedure removes 
from the set Ni only those materials which are produced by some operating 
units from Oj. On the other hand, N0 = P at the beginning, and at the end 
of the procedure Ni = 0, and therefore, for each desired product, o contains 
some operating unit producing it. Hence, by the definition of m, the validity 
of condition (Al) follows. For verifying condition (A2), first observe that 
(M, O) is a feasible solution, thus there is no operating unit producing some 
raw material in it. On the other hand, o C O, which yields that the same 
statement is valid for o. Moreover, in a similar way as in case of condition 
(Al), one can prove that all other materials from m are produced by some 
operating unit from o. As far as condition (A3) is concerned, we show by 
induction on i that for each operating unit in Oj, there is a path leading 
from it to some desired product. The statement is obvious for i — 1 since 
0\ contains one operating unit producing some material from N0 = P. Now, 
suppose that the statement is valid for i > 1. We show that it is also valid 
for i + 1, provided that Oj+1 exists. Since Oj+i = Oj U {v}, by the induction 
hypothesis, it is sufficient to prove that there is a path leading from v into 
some desired product for the operating unit v selected in the ¿4-1-th iteration 
step. The operating unit v has an output material B in the set Ni. This 
material is a desired product or it is an input material of some operating 
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unit u G Oi. In the first case, there is an edge from v into a desired product 
and the statement is valid. In the second case, there is a path from u into a 
desired product (by the induction hypothesis), and completing this path with 
(B,u) and (v,B), we obtain a path leading from v into a desired product. 
Therefore, condition (A3) is satisfied by (m,o). The validity of condition 
(A4) is obvious by the definition of m. 

• 

4.2 Worst-case bounds 

In the worst-case analysis of a heuristic algorithm, we are to find a bound for 
the quotients calculated as follows. For every problem, we divide the cost of 
the produced solution by the cost of the optimal solution. To give the formal 
definition for the PNS problem, we need some further notation. Let A be a 
heuristic algorithm for solving the PNS problem. For every PNS problem M, 
let the weight of the solution determined by A and the weight of the optimal 
solution be denoted by A(M) and OPT(M), respectively. Then, C is called 
a worst-case bound of algorithm A if 

A{M)/OPT(M) < C 
is valid for every M. C is called tight if it is the smallest worst-case bound. 
We can also define the worst-case bounds for some subclasses. C is called a 
worst-case bound of the algorithm for a class V of PNS problems if 

A(M)/OPT(M) < C 

is valid for every M G V. C is called tight if it is the smallest worst-case 
bound on the class considered. Sometimes worst-case bounds are used in 
a more general sense. It is possible to use some functions depending on 
the problem instance instead of a general constant C in the definition. In 
Theorem 4.2.1 we present such a result. 

For some difficult problems, it has been proven that no heuristic algo-
rithms exist with a constant worst-case bound under some complexity as-
sumption (usually under the assumption P ^ NP). First, we prove that the i 
PNS problem belongs to this class. 
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Theorem 4.2.1 ([8]) There is no polynomial time heuristic algorithm with 
constant worst-case bound for the class of PNS problems unless P=NP. 

Proof: It is proven in [6] that there is no polynomial time heuristic al-
gorithm with constant worst-case bound for the set covering problem unless 
P=NP. This result and the equivalence between the set covering and PNSl 
problems validates the statement of Theorem 4.2.1. 

• 

By Theorem 4.2.1 it is very unlikely to find a heuristic algorithm with 
a constant worst-case bound for the PNS problem. However, considering 
particular PNS classes, we can prove some tight worst-case bounds for the 
presented algorithms. First, we determine the worst-case bound for the PNSl 
class. 

Theorem 4.2.2 ([8]) For any problem from the PNSl class, the algorithms 
Asumc and Amaxc give the same result. Furthermore, they have the tight 
worst-case bound | on the PNSl class where m is the maximum size of 
the output sets. 

Proof: To prove this statement, first we have to recall Chvatal's following 
algorithm for the set covering problem. 
Algorithm 4.2.1 (Chvatal [14]) 

• Initialization. Let J* = 0. 

• Step 1. Terminate if Pj = 0, for all j\ J* is the cover produced by the 
algorithm. Otherwise, choose an index for which the quotient \Pj\/cj 
is maximal. Denote it by k and proceed to Step 2. 

• Step 2. Put k into J*, replace every Pj with Pj \ P& and proceed to 
Step 1. 

For this algorithm the following worst-case bound is proven: 

Proposition 4.2.3 ([14]) The tight worst-case bound of Algorithm 4.2.1 is 
Y.i=11/i, where d is the number of elements of the largest set from the subset 
system. 
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Now, we can use the equivalence between the PNSl and set covering 
problems. For PNSl problems, each operating unit has only raw materials as 
input materials, and c(X) = 0 for every x G R. This yields that the selection 
rules of both algorithms are reduced to the following rule. We always select 
the operating unit for which the ratio obtained by dividing the weight of the 
operating unit by the number of the required output materials is minimal. If 
we investigate the behaviour of this algorithm using the correspondence to 
the equivalent set covering problem, then it is easy to see that the algorithm 
selects the operating units corresponding to the sets chosen by Algorithm 
4.2.1. Therefore, Proposition 4.2.3 implies the validity of Theorem 4.2.2. 

Further classes of PNS problems for which we determine the worst-case 
bounds are the classes Sk, k = 1 ,2 ,— For each fixed positive integer k, a 
PNS problem belongs to the class Sk if every operating unit is separator type 
(it has only one input material), the graph of the problem does not contain 
a cycle, and the number of the desired products is equal to k. 

Theorem 4.2.4 ([8]) For any problem from the class Sk, the algorithms 
Asumc and Amaxc give the same result. Moreover, they have the tight worst-
case bound k on Sk, for every positive integer k. 

Proof: Let k be an arbitrarily fixed positive integer. In what follows, 
we study the class Sk for this fixed k. Consider an arbitrary reduced model 
from this class. Let (M, O) be its P-graph. Since each operating unit is a 
separator, 

E c(X) = max{c(AT) : X G raatin(u)} 
X£matin(u) 

is valid for each operating unit it, which yields that the two algorithms are 
the same. In the remaining part of the proof, this algorithm is denoted by 
A. First, we prove a lemma on the function c. 

Lemma 4.2.5 For every material X, the cost of every path leading from a 
raw material into X is at least c(X). 
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Proof: We prove that this statement is valid for the elements of the set 
Ir by induction on r. Since I0 = R, the statement is obviously valid for 
r = 0. Now, let r > 0 and let us suppose that the statement is valid for 
each nonnegative integer which is not greater than r. We prove it for r + 1. 
During the r + 1-th iteration, we extend the set I r with one new material. 
Let us denote it by Y. Suppose that the statement is not valid. This yields 
that for some Z G R there is a path [Z,Y] in (M, O) with cost smaller 
than c(F). Consider the last two vertices in this path, denote them by u 
and V. By the construction of the function c, it follows that V G Ir and 
c{Y) < c(V) + w(u). On the other hand, since V G I r , by the induction 
hypothesis, each path leading from a raw material to V has a cost at least 
c(V). This yields that the cost of the path considered is at least c(V)+w(u), 
which is a contradiction. Therefore, we proved the statement for r +1, which 
ends the proof of Lemma 4.2.5. 

• 

Now, we prove that algorithm A has the worst-case bound k. First, 
consider an optimal solution. Let Pi be a desired product for which the 
value of c is maximal. Since the optimal solution is a feasible solution, it 
must contain Pj. Furthermore, it follows immediately, by condition (A2) and 
by the cycle free property of the P-graph of the problem, that in the P-graph 
of the optimal solution there is a path leading from a raw material into the 
material Pj. By Lemma 4.2.5, this yields that the cost of this path is at least 
c(Pj). Therefore, we proved that 

• OPT(M) > max{c(X) : X G P}. 

Let us investigate the weight of the solution produced by algorithm A. 
We show the following lemma. 

Lemma 4.2.6 A(M) < T,xePc(x)-

Proof: Consider the sequence A = J2xeJv{
 cP0+X)ueOi w(u)> i = 0,1, — 

We prove that this sequence is monotone decreasing as i is increasing. In the 
i-th step of the algorithm, we obtain Ni+1 by choosing an operating unit 
u, deleting its output materials from Ni and enlarging Ni \ matout({u}) by 
matin(u) if ma,tin(u) £ Ki+\. Therefore, we have that 
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I 
Di - A+i > T,c(Xi) ~ c(mafn(u)) - w(u), 

¿=i 
where u is the operating unit selected in the z-th iteration step and , . . . , X i 
are the output materials of u which are contained in iVj. On the other hand, 
by the selection rule of A, it follows that 

t Ant w , / x ^ c(maim(u)) + ti)(ti) 
c{matm(v)) + w(v)> — — 

h 
is valid for every operating unit v producing X{. Consequently, by the con-
struction of c, we obtain that 

> c(matin(u)) + w(u) 

Summing up the inequalities concerning the values c(X,), we get the following 
inequality 

i 
X)c(Xi) - c(mafn(u)) - w(u) > 0. 
¿=i 

Therefore, we proved the validity of A — A+i > 0. 
On the other hand, D0 = EAre/>c(X), and Ds = A(M) holds at the end 

of the procedure, and hence, by the decreasing property of the sequence A> 
the statement of the lemma is valid. 

• 
Therefore, we proved that OPT(M) > max{c(X) : X e P} and A(M) < 

Exgp c ( x ) a r e valid. These inequalities and |P| = k yield that 

OPT(M) 

which means that A; is a worst-case bound for A. 

Now, we prove that this bound is tight. We show that for every e > 0, 
there exists a PNS problem Me having maximal structure (M£, Oe) from the 
class Sk for which 

A(Me) 
OPT(Me) 
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First, let us observe that it is sufficient to prove this for e < 1. In what 
follows, let 0 < e < 1 be an arbitrarily fixed real number. 

Moreover, let 0 < 5 < Define the following PNS problem Me from 
the class Sk• Let the set of operating units be 

O = {u0, Uy, . . . , life, Vy, . . . , V2k}, 

where u0 = ({F0}, {Xi , . . . , Xfe}), m = ({XJ, {Fj}), i = 1 , . . . , k, further-
more, Vi = ({Ri}, {Y,}), and vk+i = ({YJ, {FJ, i = 1 , . . . , k. The P-graph 
of the problem is shown in Figure 4.2.1. 

In this problem, Fo, . . . , Rk are the raw materials, Py,..., Pk are the 
I 
k' 

„• _ 1 Olr 2' 
Performing the algorithm A on the problem considered, we obtain the 

feasible solution (m, o), where 
in = {Ry,..., Rk, Yy,..., Yfc, Py,..., Pk} and o = {u],. . . , v2k}. 

The weight of this solution is equal to k, and hence, A(M) = k. On the other 
hand, (m, o) is also feasible solution, where m = {Fo, Xy,..., Xk, Py, • • •, Pk} 
and o = {moj Uy,..., Uk}- The weight of this solution is 1+5, thus, OFT(M)e < 
1 + 5. Therefore, we obtain that 

A(Me) > k 

desired products, moreover, w(uo) = 1, w(ui) = i = 1 , . . . , k, and w(vi) = 
i = 1,..., 2k. 

OPT(Me) " 1 + 5 
is valid. On the other hand, 

k k 

This means that we proved for M£ that 

A(Me) 
OFT(Me) 

which shows that the bound k is tight. 

= k — e. 

> k — e, 

By the theorem above, we immediately obtain the following corollary. 

Corollary 4.2.7 For the class Sy, A results in an optimal solution. 
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Figure 4-2.1 The P-graph of the defined problem. 
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Chapter 5 

Online scheduling problems 

In the second part of the thesis we consider online problems which are closely 
related to online machine scheduling. First, in Section 5.1, the most impor-
tant definitions of the competitive analysis are presented. Then, in Section 
5.2, we introduce some basic scheduling and online scheduling models. 

5.1 Competitive analysis 
In online computation, an algorithm must produce decisions based only on 
past events without secure information on future. Such algorithms are called 
online algorithms. Online algorithms have many applications in different 
areas, such as computer science, economics and operations research. 

One basic approach to studying online algorithms is the average case 
analysis, where we hypothesize some distribution on events, and we study the 
expected total cost. Another approach is the competitive analysis, where for 
each input sequence the cost produced by the online algorithm is compared 
to the offline (in the offline version we have the full knowledge of future) 
optimal value. Since we use the competitive analysis, we present here its 
most important definitions. One can find more details on the analysis of the 
online algorithms in [10] and [17]. 

We will consider minimization problems with nonnegative cost function, 
and therefore, we give the definitions only for this case. The definitions can 
be easily modified for the other optimization problems. Let a problem P be 
given by the set of its instances I, and the cost function w. For each instance, 
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denote the cost of the optimal offline solution by OPT{I). Let A be an 
arbitrary online algorithm. Denote A{I) the cost of the solution produced 
by A on the problem instance I. 

Algorithm A is called C-competitive if for each instance, 

A{I) < C • OPT(I) 
is valid. The competitive ratio of an algorithm is the least constant C such 
that the algorithm is C-competitive. The competitive ratio of a problem is 
the best competitive ratio any online algorithm can achieve. 

5.2 Scheduling problems 
The problems which we investigate are closely related to parallel machine 
scheduling, therefore, we present some basic scheduling models here. In the 
simplest model, we have a set J of jobs, each of them has a processing time 
Pj, and we have to process them on the available uniform machines. The 
number of machines is denoted by m. A schedule specifies for each job a 
machine and a time interval on the machine when the job is processed. The 
length of the time interval must be the processing time, the starting and 
ending point of the time interval are called the starting and finishing time 
of the job. A schedule is feasible if the time intervals do not overlap for each 
machine. Our goal is to minimize the maximal finishing time, which is called 
the makespan. In a more difficult model the jobs also have a parameter 
which is called release time. Then, we have the assumption that the starting 
time of job j can not be smaller than rj. 

In the second model which will be used it is allowed to preempt the jobs. 
With preemption a job may be scheduled on multiple machines. A time slot 
is a non-empty interval (q, t) with q > 0. In preemptive scheduling we have 
to assign time slots to each job on one or more machines. The sum of the 
sizes of the time slots must be the processing time of the job, and if time 
slots (<7i,ii),..., (qi,ti) are assigned to a job, then t j < qj+i must be valid 
for j = 1,. . . — 1. Furthermore, no two jobs may have overlapping time 
slots on the same machine. One can easily prove the following result for this 
problem. 
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Proposition 5.2.1 For any sets of jobs J the makespan of the optimal 
schedule is 

max{J2pj/m, maxpj}. 
j€J 

We introduced only the simplest parallel machine scheduling problems 
here. For details on the area of parallel machine scheduling we refer to [34], 
[40], and [37]. 

Now, we present the basic online parallel machine scheduling problems. 
Probably the most fundamental example of an online machine scheduling 
problem is where we schedule the jobs one by one. In this problem, we have 
a fixed number m of identical machines. The jobs and their processing times 
are revealed to the online algorithm one by one. When a job is revealed, 
the online algorithm must irrevocably assign the job to a machine. There 
has been a great deal of work on this problem including [1], [12], and [22], 
but the best possible competitive ratio for this problem is still unknown for 
m > 3. The first result is due to Graham [24]. Although the terminology 
of competitive analysis was not used by him, it was shown that a simple 
algorithm, the List Scheduling, is (2 — l/m)-competitive. 

Another online machine scheduling problem is where the jobs arrive over 
time. Here again there are a fixed number of machines. Each job has a 
processing time and a release time. A job is revealed to the online algorithm 
at its release time. For each job the online algorithm must choose which 
machine the job will run on and assign a starting time. No machine may 
simultaneously run two jobs. Note that the algorithm is not required to 
immediately assign to a machine the job at its release time. However, if 
the online algorithm assigns a job at time t, then it cannot use information 
about jobs released after time t and it cannot start the job before time t. 
The objective is to minimize the makespan. For details and results on this 
model, we refer to [35] and [39]. 

In what follows, we investigate three different problems which are closely 
related to online scheduling problems. The first problem, studied in [32], is a 
variant where we have to purchase the machines. In the second problem some 
generalized scheduling problems are considered, where the machines form a 
two-layer multiprocessor structure. These problems are investigated in [27] 
and [28]. Finally, in the third problem (cf. [31]) we investigate the problem 
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of scheduling with shared resources. This problem leads to a modified strip 
packing model, where it is allowed to lengthen the items which are packed 
into the strip. For the solution of this problem, we use some idea from the 
field of machine scheduling. 
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Chapter 6 

Online scheduling with machine 
cost 

In this chapter we investigate a scheduling problem, where the number of 
machines is not fixed, and the decision maker has to purchase the machines. 
First we define the mathematical model of the problem and introduce also 
the model where the jobs have release time. Then, we establish a class of 
online algorithms for this problem, and prove a theorem on the competitive 
ratio of some particular elements of this class. Some general lower bounds are 
also presented. These results are published in [32]. The paper was written 
while the author was visiting TU Graz. The published algorithms and lower 
bounds were developed through many ideas by a joint work with John Noga, 
therefore it is impossible to separate which results belongs to the author. 

6.1 Problem definition 
In machine scheduling, we typically have a fixed set of machines. The schedul-
ing algorithm makes no decision regarding the initial set of machines nor is 
it allowed to change the set of machines later. It is usually assumed that the 
provided machines can be utilized without cost. 

We investigate how scheduling problems change when machine costs are 
considered. We have several reasons for studying this idea. Most obviously, 
real machines have cost. If we do not have the necessary machines, then they 
must be obtained. Even if we already possess machines we may still incur 
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a fixed start up or conversion cost proportional to the number of machines 
used. Also, we still have an opportunity cost. By this cost we mean that 
if we use the machines for a given problem, we lose the chance to use them 
for something else. Further, in many cases it is desirable to buy or lease 
additional machines. A second reason we might allow the number of machines 
to be determined by the algorithm is that the performance of an algorithm on 
a given input can be highly dependent on the number of machines. A third 
reason is that by considering such a variant we may find other interesting 
problems and/or gain insight into the original. 

We consider two scheduling problems with machine cost. The first one is 
a variant of online scheduling jobs one by one. The differences are that 1) no 
machines are initially provided, 2) when a job is revealed, the algorithm has 
the option to purchase new machines, and 3) the objective is to minimize 
the sum of the makespan and cost of the machines. We will refer to this 
problem as the List Model for scheduling with machine cost. The second 
problem which we consider is a variant of scheduling jobs arriving over time. 
The differences are that 1) no machines are initially provided and 2) the 
algorithm may purchase machines at any time, and 3) the objective is to 
minimize the sum of the makespan and the cost of the machines. We will 
refer to this problem as the Time Model for scheduling with machine cost. 
Throughout the remainder of the chapter we will use the following notations. 
The jobs will be labeled ji,... ,jn and presented to the online algorithm in 
this order. We denote the processing time of the job ji by Pi and the largest 
processing time by L = max{p,}. For a fixed algorithm, the starting time of 
the job ji is Si and its completion time is Cj = Sj + p^ The total amount of 
processing needed by the first i jobs is Pi = p*. In the Time Model the 
release time of the job ji is r*. We will assume that the cost of purchasing a 
machine is 1. Since we could simply rcscale the machine costs and job sizes, 
any other constant cost function is equivalent. 

This scheduling problem is somewhere between the original scheduling 
and bin packing problems. In the original scheduling problem the number of 
machines is fixed and our goal is to minimize the time. In the bin packing 
problem the size of the bins (we can consider it as the time) is fixed and we 
want to minimize the number of bins (we can consider them as machines). In 
this scheduling problem with machine cost neither the time nor the number 
of machines is fixed, the goal is to minimize the sum of them. 

The offline version of machine scheduling under both the List Model and 
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Time Model can easily be seen to be NP-complete by simple transformations 
from PARTITION. Since finding the exact optimal offline solution is a hard 
problem, in our upper bound proofs we will use the following lower bound 
on the optimal offline solution. 

Lemma 6.1.1 For both the List Model and Time Model, the optimal offline 
cost is at least 2\fP. Furtherj if L > y/P, then the optimal offline cost is at 
least L + P/L. 

Proof: Let m be the number of machines and M be the makespan of the 
optimal solution. Since the largest job must be placed on some machine, 
L < M. Since the total load on any machine is no more than M, the 
maximum amount of processing which can be accomplished is m,M. So, 
P < mM. Therefore, the optimal offline cost must be greater than the 
solution to the following optimization problem: minimize m,+ M subject to 
P < mM and L < M. It is easy to see that this value is the one described. 

• 

We study a class of online algorithms for the List Model. For an increasing 
sequence g = (0 = Qi, g2, • • •, Qi, • • •) we will define an online algorithm Ae. 
When job je is revealed, Ae purchases machines (if necessary) so that the 
current number of machines i satisfies Qi < Pe < Qi+1- Algorithm Ae then 
assigns the job je to the least loaded machine. 

For the Time Model, we define a very similar class of online algorithms. 
For an increasing sequence g = (0 = Qy, g2,..., Qi,...) we will define an online 
algorithm Bg. Wheni job je is revealed, Be purchases machines (if necessary) 
so that the current number of machines i satisfies Qi < Pe < Whenever 
there is at least one machine that is not processing a job and at least one job 
that has been released but not started, Ae assigns the job with the largest 
processing time to an idle machine. 

6.2 List Model 

6.2.1 Lower Bound 
Theorem 6.2.1 ([32]) No online algorithm can have a competitive ratio 
smaller than 
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Proof: Consider a very long sequence of jobs with each job having a very 
small processing time, Pi = £ for all i. It is easy to see that any algorithm 
which never purchases a second machine is not C-competitive for any C. So 
assume that the algorithm purchases a second machine when the job je is 
released. If Pe < 2, then the offline algorithm can serve all jobs with one 
machine and the competitive ratio can be no smaller than 

Pe - e + 2 > 4 - e 
Pe + 1 ~ 3 

If Pe > 2, then the offline algorithm can split the jobs nearly evenly between 
two machines and the competitive ratio can be no smaller than 

Pe - £ + 2 4 
Pe/2 + 2 + e ~ 3 + e' 

Since we can choose e to be arbitrarily small, we obtain the result. 
• 

6.2.2 Upper Bound 
Throughout this section we will consider the algorithm A = Ae for g = 
(0,4,9,16,.. . , i2,...). The basic intuition for selecting g comes from Lemma 
6.1.1. If the optimal cost is close to 2 \ /P , then the optimal algorithm uses 
approximately \fP machines. If P > 4, then A tries to mimic this behavior 
by purchasing at most \fP machines. 

Theorem 6.2.2 ([32]) The competitive ratio of A is (1 + \/5)/2. 

Proof: For the sake of simplicity, in the following part of this chapter 
the number (1 + \/5)/2 is denoted by (p. We will first prove that A is ip-
coinpetitive. 

Consider an arbitrary sequence of jobs a = ji,..., jn and fix an optimal 
schedule. Let M* be the optimal makespan, m* be the optimal number of 
machines, M be the makespan of A, and m be the number of machines used 
by A. Let je be the last job that A completes and k be the number of 
machines that A owns after je is released. 

Case A: \i A purchases only one machine, then the cost of the algorithm 
is 1 4- P and P < 4. If the optimal offline schedule also uses one machine, 
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then the ratio of costs is 1. If the optimal offline schedule uses two or more 
machines, then the optimal cost is at least 2 + Since P < 4, the cost ratio 
is no more than 5/4. 

In the remaining cases we will repeatedly use several simple inequalities. 
By our choice of A, we know m < y/P < m + 1 and k < y/Pi < k 4- 1. We 
use Lemma 6.1.1 to estimate OPT(a). Since A always assigns a job to the 
machine with the smallest load, 

At \ ^ Pi~ Pe Pi k — 1 
A(a) < m + \ +Pi = m + J + ~k~Pf-

Case B: If m > k and pe < y/P, then using the inequalities given above: 

A{a) < m + (k + 1 f / k + ( k - 1 )y/P/k 
OPT(a) ~ -lyfP 

< •m + k + 2 + l/k + y/P - y/P/k 
2 yfP 

2y/P - / - r 
Case C: If m = k > 1 and pf, < y/P, then since (m + P/m + y/P)/2y/P 

is increasing in P, we have that 4 

A(a) ^ m + P/m + y/P ^ 3m + 3 + l / m ^ 19 
< /= S —7Tt r 5: — — OPT(a) - 2 yfP ~ 2(m + l ) ~ 12 

Case D: If m > k and pi > yfP, then using the inequalities given above 
we obtain that 

A(a) m+(k + l)2/k+pe(k-l)/k 2 y/P + pe 
OPT(a) ~ Pe + P/Pe ~ Pe + P/Pe 

2 + Pi/y/P 
Pi/y/P + y/P/Pi 

< V-

The last inequality follows from the fact that the maximum of f(x) = (2 + 
x)(x + 1/x) is (p. 
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Case E: If m = k > 1 and pi > \/P, then since (m + P/m — peJm)/2\/P 
is increasing in P, we obtain that 

m + P/m - pe/m < m + (m + 1 )2/m - pi/m _ 1 - p« ^ . 
~~ 2(m + 1) ~~ + 2m(m + 1) ~ ' 

Therefore, m + P/m — pi/m < 2\/P and 

A{a) < 2\fP + pi = 2 + pt/VF 
OPT{a) ~ pe + P/pe pify/P + y/Pfpi ~ 

where the final inequality follows from the fact that the maximum of f(x) = 
(2 + x)(x + l/x) is <p. 

We now wish to show that A is not C-competitive for any C < ip. Con-
sider a sequence of N3 jobs of size 1 /N followed by one job of size ipN. A 
will schedule the first N3 by purchasing N machines and putting N2 jobs 
on each machine. The final job will be placed on an arbitrary machine. 
Therefore, A's cost will be N + N + (pN. The optimal cost is no more than 
ipN + [(iV + <p)/<p]- So, the competitive ratio of A is at least 

( 2 + <p)N N—¥OO ^ 2 + ip _ 

ipN+ \(N + (p)/ip] <p+ 1/ip ~ 

Consequently, the competitive ratio of A is <p. 
• 

6.3 Time Model 
The Time Model differs from the List Model in two respects. The online 
algorithm has the advantage of not having to immediately assign a job to 
a machine. However, the online algorithm has the disadvantage that if a 
machine is purchased at time t, then it cannot be used before time t. For 
these reasons neither our upper nor lower bounds from the List Model directly 
apply to the Time Model. 
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6.3.1 Lower Bound 
Theorem 6.3.1 ([32]) No online algorithm can have a competitive ratio 
smaller than 

C = V ^ Z I „ 1.186. 
4 

Proof: Fix an online algorithm and let S = C + 1/2. Consider two jobs 
(Pi^i) = (P2,*2) = (5,0). Let t = max{si,s2}. If t < S - 1, then we will 
present a third job (p3, r3) = (25 - t - e, t + e). The optimal offline cost is 
5 + 2 for the first two jobs and 25 + 2 if all three are given. 

If t > 5, then the algorithm's makespan is at least 25. So, the cost ratio 
can be no smaller than (25 + l ) / (5 + 2) = C. If 5 - 1 < t < 5, then the 
algorithm must run the two jobs on different machines and have makespan at 
least 25 - 1 . So, the cost ratio can be no smaller than (25 +1) / (5 + 2) = C. 
If t < 5—1, then the third job is presented. Once again the algorithm 
must run the first two jobs on different machines. If it purchases exactly two 
machines, then the makespan is at least 35 — t — e. If it purchases at least 
three machines then the makespan is at least 25. So, the cost ratio can be 
no smaller than m i n { 3 5 - t - e + 2,25 - e + 3}/(25 + 2). As e tends to zero 
this value tends to C. 

Regardless of how the online algorithm schedules the first two jobs in this 
sequence, the cost ratio can be made arbitrarily close to C. Therefore, the 
competitive ratio must be at least C. 

• 

6.3.2 Upper Bound 
Throughout this section we will consider the algorithm B = Be for g = 
(0,4,9,16,..., i2 , . . .) . Once again we attempt to mimic the behavior of an 
offline algorithm which achieves a cost near 2 yfP. 

Theorem 6.3.2 ([32]) Algorithm B is « IMZ-competitive. 

Proof: Consider an arbitrary sequence of jobs a = ..., jn and fix an 
optimal schedule. Let M* be the optimal makespan, m* be the optimal 
number of machines, M be the makespan of B, and m be the number of 
machines used by B. 
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Case A: Suppose m = 1. If B's machine is never idle, then let t=0. 
Otherwise, let t be the latest time that B's machine is idle. Let W < P < 4 
be the total processing time of all jobs released at or after time t. The cost 
of B is 1 +1 + W. The optimal cost is at least m* + t + W/m*. For this case: 

„(„) ^ 1 + t + W ^ 
OPT{a) ~ m* + t + W/m* 

Case B: Suppose m > 1. Then we claim that M — M* < Suppose 
that this was not true. Let ji be the last job to finish in B's schedule and t 
be the number of machines owned by B at time M* - p^ Note that none of 
B's machines can be idle during the time period I = [M* — pi} M —p/\. So at 
least (M — M*)t processing is completed during I. Further, if pf < M — M*, 
then an additional (M — M* — Pi)(m — i) processing is completed during 
[M*, M — pi] by the remaining m — i machines that B purchases. 

If t = m, then more than P processing is completed, which is a contra-
diction. If i < m, then Pi < [i + l)2. Since the processing time of any job 
released after M — Pi must be less than pj, the job ji will start before any 
job released after M — pi. Therefore, 

Pi > (M — M*)i + Pi + max{(M — M* — Pi)(m — £), 0} 
> (Af-M*)(*+ 1) > P/m{t-(-1) > (£+l)2, 

which is also a contradiction. So the claim must be true. 
Since m > 2, P < (m + l)2, and ( P / m + m) / \ /P is increasing in P, it is 

easy to verify that P/m + m < 
Putting these facts together we get: 

B{a) < M* + P/m + m < M* + 2^/l69P/144 
, (~6 + V205)M* (6 + >/205)P 

~ M + 12 + 12 M* 

= ? ± ^ ( j r + p / j i n < ^ O P T ( a ) . 

The third inequality is an application of the arithmetic-geometric mean in-
equality. So we have shown that B(a) is (6 + V205) /12-competitive. 

• 
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Chapter 7 

Online scheduling with 
two-layer multiprocessor 
architecture 

In this chapter we investigate a particular scheduling problem where the ma-
chines form a two-layer multiprocessor structure. We define two different but 
related problems: the SLS (Sum Layered Scheduling) and MLS (Maximum 
Layered Scheduling) problems. We establish two algorithms, and we deter-
mine their competitive ratios. Some general lower bounds are also presented. 

7.1 Problem definition 
Here we consider a scheduling problem where the machines have two-layer 
structure. In this problem we have two sets V and S of identical machines 
containing k and m machines with k < m. The jobs arrive one by one. 
Each job j has two different processing times pj and Sj, one for each set of 
machines. We allow oo processing time, this means that the job cannot be 
executed on the machines of the set. We have to decide in an online way on 
which set of machines to schedule each job. Finally, when the stream of jobs 
has come to an end, we schedule in an offline way the jobs assigned to the set 
V (respectively, the jobs assigned to the set S) on the machines of V (respec-
tively, S) so as to minimize the preemptive makespan. Let Cp (respectively, 
Cs) denote this optimal makespan. In the first problem, which is investigated 
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in [28] and called problem SLS(k,m) (Sum Layered Scheduling), the cost of 
the constructed schedule is the sum (Cp + Cs) of the two makespans. In 
the second problem, (cf. [27]) which is called problem MLS(k,m) (Maximum 
Layered Scheduling), the cost of the constructed schedule is the maximum 
(max{Cp, Cs}) of the two makespans. The general problems without fixing 
the number of machines in the sets are denoted by SLS and MLS. 

Problem SLS is a generalization of the semi online version of scheduling 
with rejection. In these scheduling problems, jobs arrive one by one, and we 
have to schedule each job in an online way or we can reject it at some penalty. 
The cost of the schedule is the makespan, and we are to minimize the sum of 
the cost of the schedule and the penalties of the rejected jobs. Nonpreeinptive 
scheduling with rejection was introduced in [5], the preemptive version and 
randomized algorithms for it were studied in [38]. The main result of [5] 
is that they define a 2.61-competitive online algorithm for the problem, and 
prove that this algorithm is optimal. In [38] their algorithm is investigated for 
the problem where preemption is allowed, and a randomized version is also 
presented. In the semi online version we have to decide whether we reject 
or schedule the job in an online fashion, but we do an offline scheduling 
at the end. We denote this problem by SOSR. One can see immediately 
that SLS contains SOSR as a particular case (if one of the considered sets 
contains only a single machine). Problem MLS is a generalized version of 
the online two-machine scheduling problem with unrelated machines which 
is investigated in [2]. 

To present our results we need the following definitions. 
For any subset I of jobs, we use the following notations: 

Si = Sj, Pi = Y,Ph Smax/= maxje/Sj, Pmax/ = maxjg/pj. 
je/ je/ 

Using these notations for the case of the problem SLS(k,m), the cost of 
a schedule SC can be written in the form 

P S w(SC) = max{-^, Pmax^} + max{—, Smaxg}, 
K Tit 

where R and Q are the sets of jobs assigned to V and S, respectively. In the 
case of the problem MLS(k, m), the cost of a schedule SC can be written in 
the form 
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u(SC) — max{—Pmaxm, — , Smaxg}, 
K ITl 

where R and Q are the sets of jobs assigned to V and S, respectively. 
We study two online algorithms for these problems. First we present a 

simple greedy type algorithm. The second algorithm is a more difficult one, 
which is a generalized version of the reject total penalty algorithm from [5] 
and [38]. In fact, this algorithm is a class of algorithms since it depends on 
two parameters 0 < a < 1 and 0 < 7 < 1. 

7.2 The load greedy algorithm 
In this section we present and study the load greedy algorithm. The basic 
idea is to assign each job to the set where its load is smaller. We can define 
algorithm LG as follows. 
Algorithm LG: If a job j arrives, then it is assigned to V if ^ < 
otherwise it is assigned to S. 

The competitive ratio of this algorithm on the problem SLS(k,m) is 
determined by the following statement. 

Theorem 7.2.1 ([28]) The competitive ratio of LG on SLS(k,m) is 

Proof: Consider first the case k > 2. Let a and b denote the makespans 
obtained by LG on V and «S, respectively. Furthermore, let us fix an optimal 
solution. First assume that a > b. Suppose that the makespan a is defined by 
the maximal processing time. Denote the job with this maximal processing 
time by j . Then Pj = a, and since our algorithm assigned this job to V, we 
get Sj > ~j~o,. Hence, the optimal cost is at least a, and this yields that for 
the competitive ratio, Ck,m(LG) < a f ^ < 2 < l + y . Now, suppose that the 
makespan is defined by the load of the jobs. Let P denote the set of the jobs 
assigned by the algorithm to V, and let R and Q denote the sets of the jobs 
from P which are assigned to V and S in the optimal solution, respectively. 
Then the optimal cost is at least ^ + Furthermore, by the definition of 
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P s 
LG, we get that -f- < This yields that the cost of the optimal solution 
is at least ^ + ^ = a, and our statement follows in the same way as in the 
previous case. 

Let us assume that a < b. Now, consider two cases depending on the 
makespan on S. If the makespan is the load, then in the same way as above 
we obtain that the optimal cost is at least b, which yields that the algorithm 
is 1 + j competitive. Now, suppose that the makespan is defined by the 
maximal processing time. Denote the job with this maximal processing time 
by j. Then Sj = b and since our algorithm assigned this job to S, we have 
that pj > ^b. Hence, the optimal cost is at least ^b. Furthermore, we 
proved above that if the makespan on V is a, then the optimal cost is at 
least a. This yields that our optimal cost is at least max{^b,a}. Hence, the 
algorithm is 

a + b < j +
 m 

max{— b, a) — k 
m ' J 

competitive. We can handle the case k = 1 in a similar way. If m = 1, then 
the algorithm is obviously 1-competitive. If m > 2, we consider four cases, 
and we can obtain the upper bound 2 in the first three cases in the same 
way as we got it for A; > 2. The only difference is in the case when a < b 
and b is defined by the processing time of a maximal job j. In this case, if 
the optimal algorithm assigns j to S, we obtain the upper bound 2. If it 
assigns j to V, then it causes ^¡b cost there. On the other hand, since k = 1, 
we cannot schedule the jobs which cause the makespan on V on the other 
machines from V. This yields that these jobs will cause at least a extra cost 
in the optimal solution. Thus, the algorithm is 

a + b m 
Jb + ^ - T 

competitive. 
To prove that the above analysis is tight in the case k > 1, consider the 

sequence of two jobs: (1, y - e) and (l,m). Algorithm LG assigns the first 
job to S and the second job to V with cost 1 + j — e. Since the optimal 
cost is 1, choosing e to be sufficiently small, the competitive ratio on this 
sequence is arbitrarily close to 1 + j . The tightness of the analysis for the 
case k = 1 follows if we consider the job (1, j — e). 

• 
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For the MLS(k, m) problem we obtain the following result. 

Theorem 7.2.2 ([27]) Algorithm LG has the competitive ratio max{2 ,m/k} 
on problem MLS(k, m). 

Proof: Consider an arbitrary list L of jobs, and denote a and b the 
makespans obtained by LG on V and 5, respectively. Suppose that a > b. If 
the makespan is defined on V by the maximal completion time, then denote 
the job with this maximal processing time by j . Then pj = a, and since our 
algorithm assigned this job to the set V, we get Sj > ^a. Hence, the optimal 
cost is at least a, and this yields that we have an optimal solution. Now, 
suppose that the makespan is defined by the load of the jobs. Let P denote 
the set of the jobs assigned by LG to V, and let R and Q denote the sets 
of the jobs from P which are assigned to V and S in an optimal solution, 
respectively. Then the optimal cost is at least max{^ , Furthermore, 
by the definition of LG, we get that < '^jf. This yields that the cost of the 
optimal solution is at least max{^, -jf-} > a/2, and our statement follows. 

Suppose that a < b. Now, consider two cases depending on the makespan 
on S. If the makespan is the load, then in the same way as above we obtain 
that the optimal cost is at least 6/2, which yields that the algorithm is 2-
competitive. Now, suppose that the makespan is defined by the maximal 
processing time. Denote the job with this maximal processing time by j . 
Then Sj = b and since our algorithm assigned this job to set S, we obtain 
that pj > -¡¿b. Hence, the optimal cost is at least ^6, which proves our 
statement. 

To prove that the above analysis is tight, consider one job (1, y — e). 
Algorithm LG assigns this job to S with cost 7f - £• Since the optimal cost 
is 1, for a sufficiently small £, the competitive ratio on this job is arbitrarily 
close to y . To prove that the bound 2 is tight, we have to consider a sequence 
of jobs where the load of each job is the same in the two sets. 

• 

The above results show that Algorithm LG works well only in the cases 
when m/k is small. In the next section we present an algorithm which is also 
efficient in the cases, when m/k is large. 
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7.3 Better algorithm for the general case 
This algorithm can be considered as a generalization of the reject total 
penalty type algorithms for scheduling with rejection, presented in [5] and 
[38]. The algorithm has two parameters: 0 < a < 1 and 0 < 7 < 1. The com-
petitive ratio depends on these parameters. We determine the competitive 
ratio on problem SLS an MLS for arbitrary pair (a, 7). 
Algorithm A(a, 7) 

• 1. Initialization. Let R := 0. 

• 2. When a job j arrives 

- (i) If 2J. < 1. S j , then assign j to V. 
- (ii) If not (i), then let r be the cost of the optimal offline pre-

emptive scheduling of the set R\J {j} on V. Formally, r = 
max{ P r u ^ , Pmax/njyj}. If r < a • Sj, then 

* (a) Assign j to V, 
* (b) Set R. = Ru{j}. 

- (iii) Otherwise, assign j to S. 

Consider first the case of problem SLS. We prove the following statement. 

Theorem 7.3.1 ([28]) Algorithm A(a, 7) has competitive ratio C on SLS, 
where 

C = max{l + - , 1 + a + 7 ,1 + - } . 
a 7 

Proof: We prove the above theorem in two steps. First we show that 
the algorithm is C-competitive, and then we prove that this bound is tight. 
To prove the upper bound, let us consider an arbitrary sequence L of jobs. 
Fix an optimal schedule of the jobs. Denote Popt the set of jobs which are 
assigned to V in this optimal schedule. Let P0 be the set of the jobs with 

— m'sJ> anc* P k e the set of the jobs assigned to V by our algorithm. Let 
us observe that, by the definition of the algorithm, we have Pq C P. Define 
the following sets 
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X = L\ (Popt U P), Y = Popt \ P, 

z = Poptn(P\P0), u = Popt n p0, 

V = Po\Popt, W = (P\P0)\Popt. 
Then the algorithm gives the following cost on L: 

A(t\ rPz + Pu + Py + Pw „ 
A(L) = max{ - , PmaxZ u t 7 u V W}+ 

Sx "I- Sy 
max{ , Smaxxuvl-m 

Furthermore, the optimal cost is Oi + 02, where 

Py±PZ±PU d , 
01 = max{ , Pmaxyu^uc/j 

, Sx + Sy + Sw 0 1 
02 = max{ — , Smaxxuvuw; 

are the makespans on the sets V and S, respectively. To prove the upper 
bound, we have to show that A(L) < C(oy + 02). First let us observe that 
C > 2 is obviously valid for each (a, 7). Furthermore, let us prove the 
following inequalities, which will be used many times. 

Lemma 7.3.2 The following inequalities are valid: 

. . P\V N (1) —r— < a • Smaxxv, K 

(2) Pmaxiy < a • Smaxw, 

(3) a • Smaxy < max{ ̂ z ^ ^ Y , Pmax^uvvuv}-
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Proof: We first prove (1). Let j be the last job from W. At the time when 
it was assigned to V by the algorithm, we had r < a • Sj. On the other hand, 
j is the last job in W, thus ^ < r. Furthermore, obviously Sj < Sin ax 
and the validity of (1) follows. We can prove (2) in the same way as (1). 
Indeed, let j be a job from W with Pj = Pmax»y. When it was assigned to 
V, we had pj < r < a • Sj. This inequality yields (2). 

There exists a job j e Y with Sj = Smaxy. At the time when it was 
assigned to 5, we had r > asj. On the other hand, 1?, U {j} C Z UW l)Y 
was valid for the considered set R, thus r < max{pz+p^+py, Pmax^uwuv} 
was also valid by definition. Hence, the required inequality follows. 

• 
Using this lemma we can prove the desired upper bound. For this reason 

consider the following cases. 
Case 1: Suppose that A(L) = + T h e definitions of 

the sets V, Y and the algorithm yield the following inequalities 

(5) * < * m k • 7 
By inequality (5), we obtain that 

Pz + Pu , SY 1 PY 1 
— n + — < oi + ( - - 1)— < -o i . 

k m 7 k 7 
On the other hand, by inequalities (1), (4) and by 7 < 1, wo obtain that 

Pv + Pw . Sx Sv + Sx . c . M . \ 
: 1 < h a • Smaxw < 02(1 + a). 
k m m 

Thus, we proved that A{L) < C(o\ + 02) in this case. 
Case 2: Assume that A(L) = EZ+EU+EX+PZL + SmaxXuv- If Smax^uv = 

Smaxxj then by inequalities (1) and (4), we obtain that 

Py + Pyy If n n n /I \ 
1- Smax^ < — • Sy + a • S m a x i y + S m a x ^ < 02(1 + a + 7 ) . 

k m 
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On the other hand, Pz+
k

Pv < ox. Hence, we proved that A{L) < C{ox + 02) 
in this case. Suppose that Smax^ur = Smaxy. By inequality (3), we have 
the following two possibilities depending on the value of Smaxy. 

Case 2. a: Suppose that 

q ^ Pz + Pw + Py 
Srnaxy < . 

k • a 
Then we have 

i k ( l + I ) + 3L + ^ < 0 M + I ) 
k a k • a k ~ a 

Furthermore, by (1) and (4), 

^ ( 1 + - ) + ^ < Smaxw(l + a ) + 7 - — <02(l + « + 7). 
k a k m 

Consequently, we proved that A(L) < C(ox 4- 02). 
Case 2.b: Now suppose that Smaxy < Pma^gnivi>y. if Pmax^jyuy = 

Pmaxzuy, then Smaxy < ox(l-f£), anidpv+
k

pw < o2(a+-y), hence 
our statement follows. If Pmax^uivuv = Pmaxiy, then by (2), Pinaxvy < 
a Smaxw, thus 

Py -f- P\JV 7 1- Smaxy < — Sy + (a + 1) Smaxvy < o2(l + 01 + 7), 
rC 1YI 

and the desired bound on A(L) follows. 
Case 3: Suppose that A(L) = Pmax^uf/uvuiv + • Now, we have 

to distinguish three cases depending 011 the value of Pmax^uuuvuw-
Case 3. a: Suppose that Pvmix.zvu\jyuw = Pmax^uu- In this case, by 

(5), we obtain that 
Sy Py 1 

Pmaxzut/ 4 < PmaxZut/ 4- < ox(l 4- - ) . 
m k • 7 7 

Thus, by < o2) we obtain that A(L) < C • (ox 4- o2) in this case. 
Case 3.b: Suppose that Pmax^ut/uyuw = Pmaxy. Then, by the defini-

tion of V, we have Pnj[ajCy < 7 • , and thus 

— 4- Pmaxy <(14- — )o2 <C-o2. m m 
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Furthermore, by (5), ^ < hence we proved our statement for this case. 
Case S.c: Suppose that PmaxZU£/uvuvv = Pmaxpy. Then, by (2), 

Pmaxiy < (X02, and thus, A(L) < ^01 + (1 + 0)02, and the statement 
follows. 

Case 4: Suppose that A(L) = Pmax^uc/uvuw + Smax^uv- In this case, 
if Smaxxui' = Smax^v, then it is upper bounded by 02. Furthermore, as we 
have seen in the earlier cases 

/c 1 'Y 
Pmax^ut/uvuw < maxioi, o2, a • o2i}. 

m 
This yields that A(L) < 2-0y + 2-02. Therefore, it is enough to consider the 
case Smaxxuv = Smaxy. Then, we have an upper bound on Smaxy from 
(3). If Smaxy < P m a^UWUY t t h e n w e have (c/. Case 2) that 

Smaxy < max{—,02}. 
a 

This inequality and the above bound on Pmax^ut/uvuw iniply the upper 
bound in this case. Therefore, the only remaining case is that 

o / Pz + Pw + PY 
Smaxy < ; . 

k • a 
Then, by (1) and the definition of oy and 02, we obtain that Smaxy < ^+02. 
This bound together with the bound on Pmax^ut/uvuiv imply immediately 
the desired statement. 

Since we considered all the possible cases, we proved that our algorithm 
is C-competitive. 

Now, we prove that the upper bound C is tight for the algorithm. We 
show this statement by the following examples. First let e > 0 be arbitrary, 
and choose a value of k and m for which a • — e) > 1 and m.J_7 + § < 1 
are valid. Consider the following sequence of jobs. The first part contains 
k jobs of size (1, ^ - e), and the last job is the size of (m

fc
Ql7 + e, m.^_7). 

Algorithm A(cx, 7) assigns the first k jobs in Step (ii) to V. Then the k + 1th 
job arrives. Since 

k• + ^ r z + £ e 7 ce-m m-a—'y = l + r + k k m • a — 7 m-a — 7 ' 
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this job is assigned to «5. This yields that the schedule, produced by the 
algorithm has 1 + cost. If we assign each job to V, we obtain a schedule 
with cost 

m-a—7 rri • a e 
+ T-k m-a—y k 

This yields that by choosing a sufficiently small e, the competitive ratio on 
the considered sequence can be arbitrarily close to 

1 + ( 1 - J 1 ) I . 
m a 

As m increases to infinity, we obtain that the first bound is tight. 
To prove the tightness of the second bound, consider the following se-

quence of jobs. The first part contains m • k jobs of size the 
second part contains k jobs of size (a • m, m), finally, the last job has size 
(oo, m). Then, A(a, 7) assigns the first m • k jobs to V in Step (i), and the 
next k jobs in Step (ii). Finally, it assigns the last job to S. It has a cost 
(1 + o)m + 7(rn — 1). If we assign each job to S, then we have the cost 

m(m — 1) + m + k-m —1 = m + k. m 

Hence, considering this sequence, the algorithm has the competitive ratio 

( 1 + a)m + 7 ( m — 1 ) 

m + k 

Fixing k and increasing rn to infinity, we obtain that the second bound is 
tight. 

To prove the tightness of the third bound, choose again a small e > 0 and 
a great integer M, and consider the following sequence of jobs. The first job 
is (pi, si), where 

m m2 

PI — A - - HE, SI = A 
k • 7 ' k? - 72' 

The second part contains M jobs of size (1 + e, and the last job is 
(^ t - i* ' (1fe-iMfc^)- One can easily see that we can choose such k and m for 
which A(a, 7) assigns the first job in Step (ii) to V. Then, it will assign the 
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next M jobs to S, and finally, the last job to V. This yields that its cost is 
at least 

(1 + e)M | M 
k — 1 k • 7 

If we assign each job to V, then the cost is + t j . As M increases to 
infinity and e decreases to 0, the competitive ratio of the algorithm tends to 

1 ( k - 1 1 
k 7 ' 

and the tightness of the last bound follows. 
• 

To optimize the competitive ratio over the possibilities of a, 7, we have 
to choose a = 7 = l/\/2- Substituting these values into Theorem 7.3.1, we 
obtain the following result. 

Corollary 7.3.3 ([28]) The algorithm A(l/y/2,l/y/2) is\ + y/2 competitive 
on SLS. 

For the SOSR problem, the algorithm has a better competitive ratio. 
It is worth noting that in this case the algorithm is reduced to the total 
rejection scheme from [38]. 

Theorem 7.3.4 ([28]) Algorithm A(a, 7) has a competitive ratio C on the 
SOSR problem where 

1 1 C = maxil 4—, 1 + a 4- 7, —}. a 7 

Proof: To prove that the algorithm is C-competitive, we just have to 
simplify the upper bound proof of Theorem 7.3.1. Since k = 1, the makespan 
on V is the sum of the jobs. This yields that we just have to consider Case 
1 and Case 2. Moreover, in this case we can give a sharper upper bound 
for Smaxy: it is not greater than (Pz 4- Pw + R + Py)/®, and this yields 
that in Case 2 we have to consider only Case 2.a. We can apply the first 
two examples from the proof of Theorem 7.3.1 to show the tightness of the 
first two bounds. Moreover, we can show the tightness of the last bound as 
follows. (This example was considered in [38]). Let 0 < e < a — 7 /m, and 
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consider M jobs of size ( 7 f m + e, 1). From this sequence the first i jobs are 
assigned to V, where i is the greatest integer with ¿(7/777,+e) < a, the others 
are assigned to S. Thus, by choosing a sufficiently great M, the cost of the 
assignment produced by the algorithm is ¿(7/777 + e) + (M — i)/m. If we 
assign each job to V, then we have M(7/771 + e) cost, hence, fixing m and 
increasing M to infinity, the tightness of the third bound follows. 

To minimize the competitive ratio over (ck, 7), we have to choose the 
values CK — 0.802 and 7 = 0.445. By substituting to Theorem 7.3.4, we 
obtain the following result. 

Corollary 7.3.5 ([28]) Algorithm A(0.802,0.445) is 2.247-competitive on prob-
lem SOSR. 

In case of the problem MLS, we can do a similar analysis. We can prove 
the following theorem. 

Theorem 7.3.6 ([27]) The competitive ratio of algorithm A(a, 7) is C on 
the problem MLS, where 

Proof: First we prove that the algorithm is C-competitive. Let us consider 
an arbitrary sequence of jobs, and denote the list of the jobs by L. Fix an 
optimal schedule of the jobs. Define the sets POPT, PQ, X , Y, Z, U, V, W in the 
same way as in the proof of Theorem 7.3.1. 
Then the algorithm gives the following cost on L: 

• 

1 1 C = max{l + - , 1 + a + 7 ,1 + - } . 
CK 7 

1 

A(L) Pmaxz, Pmaxy 

Pmaxy, Pmaxiy, — - , Smax*, Smaxy}. 
771 

The optimal cost is 

OPT(L) = m a x { 
PY + Pz + Pu 

k 
, Pmaxy, Pmaxz 
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Pmax{/, , Smaxx, Smaxy, Smaxjy}. 
7Th 

Let us observe that the proof of Lemma 7.3.2 depends only on the def-
inition of the algorithm, therefore, this lernma is also valid for the MLS 
problem. 

Using this lernma, we can prove the desired upper bound. For this reason, 
let us consider the following cases. 

Case 1: Suppose that A(L) = max{ Pmaxz, Pmaxj/, Smaxx}. In this 
case A{L) < OPT(L), thus the algorithm results in an optimal solution. 

Case 2: Suppose that A{L) = . Then, the definition of the 
set V yields that ^ < % • Sv < 7OPT(L) . On the other hand < 
OPT{L). Furthermore, by Lemma 7.3.2, we have that Pw/k < ot Srnaxw < 
aOPT(L). Therefore, A(L) < (1 + a + 7)OPT{L) in this case. 

Case 3: Suppose that A(L) = Pmaxy. Then, by the definition of the 
set V, Pmaxy//c < 7 Smaxy/ra. Since k < m, this yields, that Pmaxy < 
7 Smaxy < 7OPT(L) . This is possible only in the case when 7 = 1, and in 
this case the algorithm results in an optimal solution. 

Case 4-' Suppose that A(L) = Pmaxvy. Then, by Lemma 7.3.2, Pmaxw < 
a Smaxjy < a • OPT(L), therefore, this case is possible only if a = 1 and 
the algorithm gives an optimal solution. 

Case 5: Suppose that A(L) = 5*+Sy . Now, by the definition of the set 
Y, we have that ^ < ^ < OPT(L)/j. Thus, we obtain that A(L) < 
(1 +1 h)OPT[L). 

Case 6: Suppose that A(L) = Smaxy. By Lemma 7.3.2, this yields that 

A(T\ 1
 fPz + Pw + Py p , A(L) < —max{ , PmaxZuiyuy}. 

Ot K 

Consider three subcases. If A(L) < Pf!+P$+PY, then since ^ < Smaxw < 
OPT{L) (by Lemma 7.3.2), we obtain that A(L) < (1 + 1 /a)OPT{L). If 
A(L) < 1/a Pmax^yy, then we obtain immediately that A(L) < OPT(L)/a. 
Finally, if A(L) < 1/a Pmaxw, then by Case 4, we obtain that A(L) < 
OPT(L). 
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Since we considered all the possible cases, we proved that the algorithm 
is C-competitive. We can prove that the bound C is tight by the following 
examples. 

First assume that k = 1 and m > 7 • (1 + a)/a. Consider the following 
sequence, which contains two jobs. Let the first job be (a-M, M), the second 
one be (M + e, M(l + a)/a) for some great M and small e. By the definition 
of m we have that aM > jM/m, thus the first job is assigned to V in Step 
(ii). The second job is assigned to S. Therefore, the cost of the algorithm is 
M( 1 -I- a)/a on this sequence. The optimal cost is M + e, we assign the first 
job to S and the second to V. As M tends to oo, the ratio of these costs 
tends to 1 + 1 / a , hence we proved that the first bound is tight. 

To prove the tightness of the second bound, fix the value of k and let 
m be much greater than k. Consider the following sequence of jobs. First 
consider M(m — k) jobs of size (7 • k/m, 1). The second part of the sequence 
contains k jobs of size (M, 00), finally the third part contains k jobs of size 
(a • M, M). Then the first and second part is assigned to V in Step (i), the 
third part is also assigned to V in Step (i) or in Step (ii). Therefore, the cost 
of the algorithm is 

M(m - k^k/m + Mk + aMk 
k ' 

The optimal solution assigns the first and the third part to S, and the second 
part to V and its cost is M. As m tends to 00, the ratio of these costs tends 
to 1 4- a + 7, hence, .we proved that the second bound is tight. 

To prove that the third bound is tight, consider such k and m that satisfy 
the inequality a / k > 7/m and the following sequence of jobs. The first part 
of the sequence is one job of size (oL(m/('yk)+2e), (m/(ryk)+2e)). The second 
part contains Mk jobs of size (\,m/(jk) + e), and the third part contains m 
jobs of size (00, M). Then, the algorithm assigns the first job to V in Step 
(ii), and assigns the other jobs to S. Therefore, its cost is 

Mk(m/('yk) + e) + mM 
m 

There is a feasible schedule which assigns the second part of the jobs to 
V and the third part to S, therefore, the optimal cost is no more than 
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M + mf{pfk) + 2e. As M tends to oo and e tends to 0, the ratio of these 
costs tends to 1 + I / 7 , hence, we proved that the third bound is tight. 

• 

To find the best values of a, 7, we have to choose a = 7 = l / \ /2. By 
substituting these values into Theorem 7.3.6, we obtain the following result. 

Corollary 7.3.7 ([27]) The algorithm A{l/y/2,l/y/2) is I+ y/2-competitive 
on MLS. 

7.4 Lower bounds 
In this section we present some lower bounds, one for the SOSR problem, one 
for the SLS{k, m) problem with k> 2, and one for the MLS problem. The 
first lower bound is presented in [5] for the online scheduling with rejection, 
but it is also valid with the same proof for SOSR. Therefore, we only recall 
here this result and we omit the proof of the statement. 

Theorem 7.4.1 ([5], [27]) Assume that an online algorithm, is c-competitive 
on the problem SOSR(m). Then c satisfies the following inequality: 

cm-1 + cm-2 + . . . + 1 < cm 

Theorem 7.4.1 yields immediately the following statement for the SOSR 
problem. 

Corollary 7.4.2 ([27]) If an online algorithm is c-competitive on the prob-
lem SOSR, then c > 2. 

For the case k > 2, we can obtain a lower bound as follows. 

Theorem 7.4.3 ([28]) If an online algorithm is c-competitive on the problem 
SLS(k, m) with k> 2, then c > 2. 

Proof: Consider a job which is (1,1). If the algorithm assigns it to V, 
then the second job is (2,1), otherwise it is (1,2). This yields that the cost of 
the algorithm is 2. The optimal algorithm assigns the two jobs to the same 
set and it has cost 1. 

• 
By this observation and Theorem 7.2.1, we obtain immediately the fol-

lowing result. 
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Corollary 7.4.4 Algorithm LG is optimal for SLS(k,k). 

We can prove the following statement for the problem MLS. 

Theorem 7.4.5 ([27]) If an online algorithm is c-competitive on problem 
MLS(k, m), then c > (1 + y/l)/2 « 1.618. 

Proof: We prove this statement by contradiction. Suppose that there is a 
pair (k,m) and an algorithm A which is c < (1 + \/5)/2-competitive for the 
problem MLS(k,m). Consider the following list L of jobs. Let the first k 
jobs be ((\/5 — l)/2,1) and the next k jobs (l,oo). In this case, the optimal 
offline algorithm assigns the first k jobs to «S, and the next k jobs to V, hence 
OPT(L) = 1. On the other hand, since A is c-competitive it must assign the 
first k jobs to V, otherwise we omit the next k jobs, and the offline optimum 
is (\/E — l)/2, while the cost of the algorithm is 1. Therefore, the online 
algorithm must assign every job to V, thus it has a makespan (1 + y/E)/2. 
This yields that A(L)/OPT{L) = (1 + v/5)/2, which is a contradiction. 

• 

We can obtain a sharper, general lower bound as follows. 

Theorem 7.4.6 ([27]) Let k be a fixed constant. If an online algorithm is c-
competitive for every m on the problem MLS(k,m), then c > (3 + \/l7)/4 « 
1.781. 

Proof: We prove this statement by contradiction. Suppose that there 
exist such k and an online algorithm A that is c-competitive for every m on 
the problem MLS(m, k), where c < (3 + -\/i7)/4. For the sake of simplicity, 
in the rest of the proof we denote the number (3 + y/Y7)/A by b. Let m be 
greater than 5k and consider the following sequence of jobs. Let the first k 
jobs be (1/6,1) and the following m — k jobs be 1). Finally, depending 
on the decisions made by A, we finish the sequence with k jobs which are 
(1, oo), this is list Ly, or we finish the list with m — k jobs which are (oo, 1), 
this is list ¿2. 

Consider first the offline optimum. In the first case we can assign the first 
m jobs to S and the last k jobs to V, which assignment gives makespan 1. In 
the second case, we can assign the first k jobs and the last m — k jobs to S, 
and the other m, — k jobs to V, thus we can obtain makespan 1. Therefore, 
OPT(Ly) < 1, and OPT{L2) < 1. 
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Consider the algorithm A. Since A is online algorithm, it cannot see any 
difference between Lx and L2 before it gets the m + 1-th job, thus it has the 
same behaviour in both cases. Furthermore, A is c-competitive with c < b, 
therefore it must assign the first k jobs to V, otherwise we get a contradiction 
in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 7.4.5. From the next m — k jobs 
A can assign x to V and m — k — x to S. Therefore, in case of list Lx we have 
that A{LX) > £ + ^ +1 and in case of list L2 we get that A{L2) > 2m~^fc~a. 
The algorithm can choose x to be any integer between 1 and m — k, and we 
can choose the list which yields the larger makespan. Therefore, since the 
offline optimum is at most 1 for both lists, and A is c-competitive, we have 
that 

^ , 1 x , 2m — 2k — x, c > mm max{- H + 1, }. i<®<m—& b m — k m 
Here we omitted the condition that x is an integer. This does not cause any 
problem since it decreases the right side of the inequality. It can be easily 
seen that the function of x, which is on the right side of the inequality is 
minimal for 

m{m — k).m — 2k 1. 
j — : — I 1 

2m —k m b 
If we substitute this value into the bound we have for c, we obtain that 

1 3m — 3fc m e > - + b 2m-k (2m-k)b' 
Since this inequality is valid for arbitrary m, it is also valid if we let m 

to tend to infinity. Therefore, 

^ 3 1 
C 2 2b' 

On the other hand, b = § + and thus, we obtain that c > b, which is 
a contradiction. 

• 
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Chapter 8 

Online strip packing with 
modifiable boxes 

In this chapter a modified strip packing model is introduced, which describes 
the problem of scheduling with shared resource. We establish and analyse 
two online algorithms for the solution of this problem. Finally, a general 
lower bound is presented. 

8.1 Problem definition 
In the strip packing problem there is a set of two dimensional boxes, defined 
by their widths and heights, and the task is to pack them without rotation 
into a vertical strip of width W by minimizing the total height of the strip. 
This problem appears in many situations. Usually, scheduling of tasks with 
shared resource involves two dimensions, the resource and the time. We can 
consider the widths as the resource and the heights as the time. Our goal is 
to minimize the total amount of time used. Some applications can be found 
in computer scheduling problems. 

Only few online algorithms are presented for this problem, the first algo-
rithms, the shelf algorithms are developed in [4]. The best presented algo-
rithms are 7.46 and 6.99-competitive. A lower bound 2 for the competitive 
ratio of any online strip packing algorithm is presented in [3]. An improved 
shelf algorithm and a generalized definition of shelf algorithms are defined in 
[15]. 
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Let us suppose that the two dimensions of the boxes are the required 
resource and time. The given parameters, however, show only one possible 
configuration: one can also satisfy the task by using less resource. Of course, 
using less resource means that it takes more time to satisfy the task. We can 
give a mathematical model for this extended problem by slightly changing 
the strip packing model. In the modified model the width of the box gives 
the maximal resource which can be used to satisfy the task and the height of 
the box gives the time which is necessary using this amount of resource. The 
fact that we can use less resource for more time means that we can lengthen 
the box, keeping the area fixed. A similar question with different model is 
investigated in [16]. The main difference between the two models that in 
[16] the resource is measured by the number of the used processors and the 
geometrical structure of the processors' network is also considered. 

In [31] we study the online version of this problem where the boxes arrive 
from a list and we have to lengthen and pack each box without any knowledge 
on further boxes. The mathematical model of the problem can be given as 
follows. There is a list of rectangles pi = (w{, hi), i = 1,. . . , where each 
rectangle is defined by two parameters: by its width and its height. Our 
goal is to pack the rectangles into a vertical strip so as to minimize the total 
height of the strip needed. Before packing the rectangles, we can lengthen 
them, we can increase the height and decrease the width, keeping the area 
fixed. After lengthening the rectangle, we have to pack it into the strip, the 
rectangles cannot be rotated and they cannot overlap. We call this problem 
strip packing with modifiable boxes. In the following part of this chapter we 
will assume that the width of the strip is 1. 

For the analysis of the online algorithms, the following observation on the 
offline optimal solution will be useful. 

Proposition 8.1.1 The optimal solution of the offline strip packing problem 
with modifiable boxes has 

OPT(L) = max{S,H} 

total height, where S = YlieL wi ' hi and H = maxi€£, h{. 

Proof: First consider the case when S > H. Then, it is possible to 
lengthen each rectangle so as to have S height. Packing the lengthened 
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rectangles into the bottom of the strip, we get a packing with S total height. 
On the other hand, the sum of the areas of the rectangles does not change, 
thus it is not possible to pack the rectangles so that they have smaller total 
height than S. The other case is similar, the only difference is that we have 
to lengthen each rectangle to the same height as the highest one. 

• 

8.2 Online algorithms 
One basic way of packing into the strip is to define shelves and pack the 
rectangles into the shelves. By shelf we mean a rectangular part of the strip 
with the width of 1. Shelf packing algorithms place each rectangle into one of 
the shelves. If the algorithm decides which shelf will contain the rectangle, 
then first the rectangle is lengthened to the same height as the shelf has. 
The lengthened rectangle is placed into the shelf as much to the left as it is 
possible without overlapping the other rectangles have already placed earlier 
into the shelf considered. Therefore, after the arrival of a rectangle, the 
algorithm has to make two decisions. The first decision is whether to create 
a new shelf or not. If the algorithm creates a new shelf, it also has to decide 
the height of the new shelf. The created shelves always start from the top of 
the previous shelf. The first shelf is placed to the bottom of the strip. The 
algorithm also has to choose the shelf to which it puts the rectangle. In what 
follows, we will say that it is possible to pack a rectangle into a shelf if there 
is room enough for the lengthened rectangle in the shelf. 

We consider two algorithms for this problem. The first algorithm is an ex-
tended version of the NFSr (next fit shelf r) algorithm, which is presented in 
[4]. We also denote the extended version by NFSr. This algorithm depends 
on a parameter r > 1 and it works as follows. 

Algorithm NFSr 

When a rectangle Pi = (w,, hi) arrives, choose a value for k that satisfies 
rk < hi < rfc+1. Lengthen the rectangle to the form (wi • /i i/rfc+1,rfc+1). If 
there is an active shelf with height rk+1 and it is possible to pack the rectangle 
into it, then pack it there. If there is no active shelf with height rk+1, or it 
is not possible to pack the rectangle into the active shelf with height rk+1, 
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then create a new shelf with height rfc+1, put the rectangle into it, and let 
this new shelf be the active shelf with height rk+1. 

The following theorem gives the competitive ratio of our algorithm. 

Theorem 8.2.1 ([31]) The competitive ratio of algorithm NFSr is 2 + 
By choosing an optimal r, rue obtain a 6-competitive algorithm. 

Proof: First we prove that the algorithm is 2 + ^-competitive. Consider 
an arbitrary list L of rectangles. Let HA denote the sum of the heights of the 
shelves which are active at the end of the packing, and let Hp be the sum 
of the heights of the other shelves. Let h be the height of the highest active 
shelf, and let H be the height of the highest rectangle. Since the algorithm 
created a shelf with height /i, we have H > h/r. As there is at most 1 active 
shelf for each height 

~ hr ^ Hr2 

Ha < hJ2r = 7 < 7-r
 ~

 1 r - 1 

Consider the shelves which are not active at the end. Let S be one of 
these shelves with height rk. The next shelf S' with height rk contains one 
rectangle which (after the lengthening) would not fit into S. Therefore, the 
total sum of the rectangles' areas packed into S and S' is at least rk. If for 
each k we pair the shelves of height rk in this way, using the active shelf if 
the number of the shelves of the considered height is odd, we obtain that Hp 
is not greater than twice the sum of the rectangles' areas. This yields that 
Hp < 2OPT(L). Using this inequality and the fact that H < OPT(L), we 
obtain the desired statement. 

Now, we prove that the upper bound on the competitive ratio is tight. 
Let e > 0 be arbitrary, and let n be an integer with the property r~n < e. 
Consider the following list Le of rectangles. Let the first 2 • [r'lJ rectangles 
be (1/2 -f e/rn , r~n), and let the second part of the list be Pi = (e, r~{ + e), 
i = n — 1 , . . . ,0 . Using these lists, a simple calculation shows that the ratio 
NFSr(Le)/OPT(Le) tends to 2 + £ as e tends to 0. 

• 

Choosing an optimal value for r we obtain the following corollary: 

Corollary 8.2.2 The competitive ratio of algorithm NFSz is 6. 
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The NFSr algorithm is called next fit shelf algorithm since it can be 
interpreted as an algorithm which considers the shelves like bins and uses the 
well-known bin packing algorithm to pack them. There are similar algorithms 
for the original strip packing problem with the difference that they are using 
more efficient bin packing algorithms to pack the shelves. Many of these 
algorithms can be modified for this problem. On the other hand, we present 
a more efficient algorithm below so we do not deal with the improved versions 
of this algorithm. 

The second algorithm uses a similar idea like the scheduling algorithm 
from [39]. It can be given as follows. 

Algorithm DS 

After the arrival of the first rectangle create a shelf with height hx, and 
let this shelf be the active shelf. Later, when a rectangle arrives, use the 
following iteration to pack it. 

Step 1. If it is possible to pack the rectangle into the active shelf, pack it 
(first lengthen it), otherwise go to Step 2. 

Step 2. Create a new shelf which is twice higher than the active shelf, let 
the new shelf be the active shelf and go to Step 1. 

The competitive ratio of the algorithm is given by the following theorem. 

Theorem 8.2.3 ([31]) The competitive ratio of algorithm DS is 4. 

Proof: First we show that the algorithm is 4-competitive. Consider an 
arbitrary list of rectangles. Denote the list by L. Let H denote the height 
of the shelf which is active at the end. When the algorithm created this 
shelf, it was not possible to pack the rectangle into the previous active shelf, 
hence, we obtain that the height of the previous active shelf is smaller than 
OPT(L). Therefore, H < 2 -OPT{L) . On the other hand, the heights of the 
other shelves are H/2, H/4,..., H/2i. Thus, the total height of the packing 
is smaller than 2H, and the result follows. To see that the upper bound is 
tight, consider the following list of rectangles. Let the first i rectangles 
be (1/4,2J), ,7 = 1,. . . ,«, and let the last rectangle be (1/4,2i +1) . A simple 
calculation shows that the ratio DS (Li)/OPT{Li) tends to 4 as i tends to 
infinity, which yields the tightness of the upper bound. 
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Algorithm DS has a better competitive ratio than algorithm NFSr. On 
the other hand, NFSr has some advantage, it does not create much higher 
shelves, than the maximal height of the rectangles. Therefore, it can be also 
useful in some more restricted models. 

8.3 Lower Bounds 
First we introduce the following definitions. For any rectangle p¿ we denote 
the lengthened rectangle by p\. Furthermore, two rectangle Pi and pj are 
called to be colateral in a packing if there is a horizontal line which intersects 
both pi and pj. Using these definitions, we can prove the following lower 
bound. 

Theorem 8.3.1 ([31]) There is no online algorithm for the strip packing 
with modifiable boxes that has sm,aller competitive ratio than C, where C ~ 
1.73 is the solution of the equation e -(c+1/c-2l = c — 1. 

Proof: Contrary, let us suppose that we have an algorithm with smaller 
competitive ratio than c. Consider such an algorithm and denote it by A, 
further denote its competitive ratio by d. Investigate the following list Ln of 
rectangles. Let the first rectangle bepi = (1,1). This rectangle is lengthened 
to p[ = (x, 1/x), with 1 < x < d. Furthermore, x > 1 since in the opposite 
case a second rectangle (e, 1) with a small e implies that the algorithm is not 
better than 2-compètitive. Let the second rectangle be ;j2 = (1 — 1/x, x), 
and the i + 2-th rectangle be (1/n, x(^rj-)1) for i = 1,2 The sequence of 
rectangles is stopped when the first rectangle is packed which is not colateral 
with the others. Suppose that the sequence is finished after the j + 2-th 
rectangle. Then by Proposition 8.1.1, we obtain that the optimal offline cost 
is 

feí n ~ 1 n - 1 
Since the first rectangle is lengthened to x and all the others are higher than 
x, the algorithms cost is at least 
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Therefore, 

A(Ln)/OPT(Ln) > X+J^¡V = 1 + ( ^ V 

On the other hand, it follows by Proposition 8.1.1, that the optimal offline 
cost after the i + 2-th rectangle, i = 0, - 1 is thus the d-
competitive algorithm can lengthen these rectangles at most d times higher. 
Therefore, the sum of the widths of the first j + 1 lengthened rectangles is 
at least 

3-1 
1/x + l /d( l - l / s + J ^ l / n ) . 

t=i 
Since these rectangles are packed colateral, this total width is not greater 

than 1. Consequently, j < n(l — l/x)(d — 1) + 1. Using this bound, we obtain 
that 

A(Ln)/OPT(Ln) > 1 + (IL^!)n(i-i/«)<«i-i)+i. 
Th 

The function on the right side of the inequality is decreasing in x on the 
interval [1, d], therefore it is minimal when x — d. Furthermore, tends 
to e - 1 as n goes to infinity, and d > A(Ln)/OPT(Ln) for each n. This yields 
the following inequality 

d-> 1 + e-{i-i/d)(d-i) = 1 + e-(rf+i/d-2) 

On the other hand, taking the derivative, it can be easily seen that the 
function d— l — e~(d+l/d~2) is strictly monotone increasing in d on the interval 
d > 1 and it is 0 if d = c, therefore the above inequality cannot be true for 
any d < c. This means that we obtained a contradiction, which ends the 
proof of the theorem. 
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Summary of the doctoral thesis 
For many optimization problems their structures make it possible to de-

velop fast algorithms for solving them by using combinatorial ideas. On the 
other hand, often the original problem is too difficult to find efficient algo-
rithms. Then some combinatorial ideas can be used to establish algorithms 
for solving some particular cases of these problems. Combinatorial ideas can 
also be used to develop algorithms which do not solve the problem, but give 
an approximate solution which is close to the optimal one in some sense. In 
the first part of this work we study a hard optimization problem, called PNS 
problem and develop some combinatorial algorithms for its solution. 

In a manufacturing system, materials of different properties are consumed 
through various mechanical, physical and chemical transformations to yield 
desired products. Devices in which these transformations are carried out are 
called operating units, e.g., a lathe or a chemical reactor. Thus, a manu-
facturing system can be considered as a network of operating units which is 
called process network. A process design problem in general means to con-
struct a manufacturing system. A design problem is defined from a structural 
point of view by the raw materials, the desired products, and the available 
operating units, which determine the structure of the problem as a process 
graph containing the corresponding interconnections among the operating 
units. Thus, the appropriate process networks can be described by some 
subgraphs of the process graph belonging to the design problem under con-
sideration. Our goal is to find an appropriate process network with minimal 
cost. This minimization yields a combinatorial optimization problem. It is 
known that this optimization problem is NP-hard. 

In general there are three basic approaches to attack NP-hard problems. 
If a problem is NP-hard, then we do not expect to find a polynomial algorithm 
which solves the problem, thus the first approach is to develop exponential 
time algorithms for solving the problem. For the solution of the PNS problem, 
more exponential algorithms were developed, most of them are based on 
Branch and Bound technique. 

Another approach is to investigate specially structured instances which 
can be solved efficiently. These classes are called well-solvable classes. In the 
case of PNS problem well-solvable classes have not been developed earlier. In 
this thesis we present the first well-solvable PNS classes. First we consider 
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the turning back problems and establish a linear time algorithm for their 
solution. Then, we introduce the hierarchical PNS problems. For some 
restricted cases we also present a linear time algorithm. Finally, by proving 
a reduction theorem, we show that a further class, called the class of ordered 
PNS problems, is also well-solvable. 

The third approach to attack NP-hard problems is to establish fast, (poly-
nomial time) algorithms which do not guarantee an optimal solution in gen-
eral, but always result in a feasible solution which is close to the optimal solu-
tion in some sense. Such algorithms, called heuristic algorithms or heuristics, 
are important for several reasons. The feasible solutions found by heuristics 
can be used in exponential time procedures. Moreover, in practical problems 
often there is no time enough to find an optimal solution by an exponential 
algorithm, or the size of the problem is too large to use an exponential algo-
rithm. Then heuristic algorithms can be useful again. For the PNS problem, 
heuristic algorithms have not been studied earlier. The first heuristic algo-
rithms are presented in this thesis. We analyse these algorithms by worst-case 
analysis, and establish the tight worst-case bounds for some particular PNS 
classes. Furthermore, we prove that there is no heuristic algorithm with 
constant worst-case bound for the PNS problem while P ^ NP. 

Another field, where algorithms based on combinatorial ideas are very 
useful, is the area of online computation. The theory of online algorithms 
and competitive analysis is a new, rapidly developing area. In the second part 
of the thesis we investigate three different online problems which are closely 
related to online machine scheduling. We develop some online algorithms for 
the solution of these problems. These algorithms are analysed by competitive 
analysis. Some general lower bounds are also presented. 

The first problem considered is a particular scheduling problem. Usually 
in scheduling problems, the number of the available machines is a fixed pa-
rameter of the problem. We study the problem of scheduling with machine 
cost. Here the number of the machines is not given, we also have to purchase 
the machines and the total cost which we want to minimize is the sum of 
the cost of purchasing the machines and the cost of the produced schedule. 
We consider two models for this online problem. In the first one the jobs 
arrive one by one, and after the arrival of a job the decision maker must 
purchase the new machines (if he wants to purchase some) and schedule the 
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job without any information about the further jobs. This model is called 
List Model. In the second model the jobs arrive over time, each job has a 
release time, and the jobs cannot be scheduled before their release time. This 
model is called Time Model. We establish two online algorithms for solving 
these scheduling problems. The algorithms are investigated by competitive 
analysis. The first algorithm has a competitive ratio of (1 + a/5)/2 for the 
List Model, the second algorithm is 1.693-competitive for the Time Model. 
We also prove some general lower bounds. It is proven that there exists no 
online algorithm which has a smaller competitive ratio than 4/3 for the List 
Model. Moreover, we prove that there exists no online algorithm which has 
a smaller competitive ratio than 1.186 for the Time Model. 

The second problem considered is a scheduling problem where a two-layer 
multiprocessor architecture is given. In this problem there are two sets of ma-
chines V and S, containing k and m machines with k <m. The jobs arriving 
one by one, and each job has two processing times, one for the machines in 
set V and one for the machines in set S. The decision maker has to make an 
online assignment of jobs to one of the machine sets. The jobs are scheduled 
in an optimal offline preemptive way within a set. We studied two models. 
In the first one the goal is to minimize the sum of the inakespans of the 
machine sets, this model is called SLS(k,m). In the second model we want to 
minimize the maximum of these inakespans, this model is called MLS(k,m). 
We consider two algorithms for these problems. First we investigate a greedy 
type algorithm and establish the competitive ratio of this algorithm for both 
problems. The competitive ratios are linear in m/k, therefore, the greedy 
algorithm is effective for these problems only in the cases when m/k is small. 
We also consider a more difficult algorithm, its competitive ratio is also de-
termined for both problems. This algorithm has constant competitive ratio 
for both problems, even in the general cases without fixing the numbers k 
and m. We also present some general lower bounds. It is proven that there 
exists no online algorithm which has smaller competitive ratio than 2 for the 
SLS(k,m) problem, and there exists no online algorithms which has smaller 
competitive ratio than (1 + >/5)/2 for the MLS(k,m) problem. 

The third problem which we consider is a strip packing problem with 
modifiable items. We investigate the online strip packing problem, where 
the sizes of the items are not fixed, we can lengthen them. This mathemat-
ical problem is interesting since it models the problem of scheduling with 
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shared resources. We establish two online algorithms called NFSr and DS 
for the solution of this problem. We determine the competitive ratios of both 
algorithms. It is proven that by choosing an optimal r, the competitive ra-
tio of NFSr is 6, moreover, the competitive ratio of DS is 4. Furthermore, 
we present a general lower bound. It is shown that there exists no online 
algorithm having smaller competitive ratio than 1.73. 
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A disszertáció összefoglalása 
Optimalizálási problémák esetén a feladatok struktúrája gyakran lehetővé 

teszi, hogy kombinatorikus tulajdonságaik alapján gyors megoldó eljárásokat 
fejlesszünk ki. Másrészt sokszor a probléma túlságosan nehéz ahhoz, hogy 
hatékony megoldó eljárást találjunk. Ezekben az esetekben kombinatorikus 
meggondolások hozzájárulhatnak olyan eljárások kifejlesztéséhez, amelyek 
hatékonyan megoldják a probléma néhány speciális esetét. Szintén ilyen meg-
gondolások alapján gyakran kifejleszthetők olyan gyors eljárások, amelyek 
nem minden esetben adnak optimális megoldást, de olyan közelítő megoldást 
eredményeznek, amely az optimális célfüggvényértékhez közeli értéket ad. A 
disszertáció első részében egy nehéz optimalizálási feladatot mutatunk be, a 
hálózati folyamatok szintézisének problémáját, a probléma megoldására kom-
binatorikus tulajdonságokra épülő eljárásokat fejlesztünk ki és analizáljuk 
ezeket. 

Különböző ipari, főképp vegyipari alkalmazásokban sokszor fordul elő, 
hogy nyersanyagok adott halmazából bizonyos végtermékeket kell előállítani. 
A gyártás során végrehajtható elemi lépéseket olyan adott költségű gépeknek 
tekinthetjük, amelyek mindegyike anyagok egy halmazát - ezek az illető gép 
input anyagai - anyagok egy másik halmazába - ezek az illető gép output 
anyagai - alakítja át. Ezen interpretáció mellett a probléma az, hogy a 
rendelkezésre álló gépekből egy olyan kollekciót kell kiválasztani, amely az 
adott nyersanyagokból legyártja a kívánt végtermékeket. Ezt a feladatot 
kiegészítve azzal a gyakorlati szempontból fontos céllal, hogy a választott 
kollekció együttes költsége minimális legyen, egy optimalizálási feladathoz 
jutunk. A vázolt problémát Hálózati folyamatok szintézise (röviden PNS) 
problémának nevezzük. A probléma az NP-nehéz feladatok csoportjába tar-
tozik. 

Általában az NP-nehéz feladatokat három alapvető módszerrel szokás 
vizsgálni. 

Mivel NP-nehéz problémákra nem várható, hogy gyors polinomiális idejű 
megoldó algoritmust találjunk, ezért egy lehetséges megközelítés exponenciális 
időigényű eljárások kidolgozása a feladat megoldására. A PNS problémára 
több ilyen eljárás is kifejlesztésre került, ezek többsége a Korlátozás és szétválasztás 
elvén működik. 
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Egy másik megközelítés az, hogy igyekszünk olyan speciális részosztályait 
meghatározni a problémaosztálynak, amely részosztályba eső feladatok már 
megoldhatóak polinomiális időben. Ezeket a feladatosztályokat jól megold-
ható osztályoknak nevezzük. A PNS problémára korábban nem dolgoztak 
ki jól megoldható osztályokat. A disszertációban mutatjuk be az első jól 
megoldható PNS osztályokat. Elsőként a visszafejthető problémák osztályát 
vizsgáljuk, és egy lineáris idejű megoldó algoritmust adunk meg ezen problé-
mák megoldására. Ezt követően a szintezett problémákkal foglalkozunk, és 
ezen problémák egyes részosztályaira is egy lineáris idejű megoldó eljárást 
prezentálunk. Végül egy redukciós tétel alapján meghatározunk egy további 
jól megoldható osztályt, a rendezett PNS problémák osztályát. 

Az NP-nehéz problémák harmadik megközelítése olyan gyors polinomiális 
idejű algoritmusok kifejlesztése, amelyek nem garantálják az optimális megol-
dást, de egy olyan lehetséges megoldást szolgáltatnak, amelyre a célfüggvény 
értéke nem sokkal nagyobb, mint az optimális célfüggvényérték. Ezek az 
eljárások, amelyeket heurisztikus algoritmusnak vagy heurisztikáknak neve-
zünk több szempontból is rendkívül fontosak. A heurisztikus algoritmusok 
által előállított megoldások jól használhatók exponenciális idejű eljárásokban. 
Továbbá gyakorlati alkalmazásokban sokszor nincs elegendő idő az optimális 
megoldást meghatározni, ebben az esetben is jól használhatók a heurisztikus 
algoritmusok. A PNS problémára korábban heurisztikus algoritmusok nem 
készültek. Az első heurisztikus algoritmusokat a disszertációban mutatjuk be. 
Ezeket az eljárásokat a legrosszabb-eset analízissel vizsgáljuk meg. Nevezete-
sen meghatározzuk az algoritmusok éles legrosszabb-eset korlátját bizonyos 
speciális PNS osztályokra, továbbá igazoljuk, hogy amennyiben P -fi NP, 
akkor nincs konstans legrosszabb-eset korláttal rendelkező polinomiális heu-
risztikus eljárás a PNS problémára. 

Egy másik jelentős terület, ahol kombinatorikus algoritmusok igen jól 
használhatók az online algoritmusok témaköre. A disszertáció második ré-
szében három olyan online problémát vizsgálunk, amelyek szorosan kap-
csolódnak az online ütemezés témaköréhez. Ezen problémák megoldására 
különböző eljárásokat dolgozunk ki és vizsgálunk kompetitív analízissel, to-
vábbá igazolunk néhány általános alsó korlátot. 

Az első probléma egy olyan ütemezési feladat, amelyben a gépek száma 
nem adott paraméter, hanem a gépeket is meg kell vásárolnunk. Ebben 
a problémában a minimalizálandó célfüggvény a gépekre összesen költött 
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összeg plusz a kapott ütemezésben a maximális befejezési idő. Ezt a problé-
mát két különböző modellben vizsgáljuk. Az első modellben a munkák egy 
listáról érkeznek, és a munka érkezése után kell új gépeket venni és ütemezni 
a munkát, a további munkákra vonatkozó információk nélkül. Ezt a mo-
dellt Lista modellnek nevezzük. A második modellben, amit Idő modellnek 
nevezünk, a munkáknak egy érkezési ideje van, és a munkákat csak az érkezési 
idejük után lehet elkezdeni végrehajtani. Egy - egy online algoritmust fej-
lesztünk ki az egyes modellekre. Az algoritmusokat a kompetitív analízissel 
elemezzük. Az első algoritmus kompetitív hányadosa (1 + y/b)/2 a Lista 
modellre, a másik algoritmus 1.693-kompetitív az Idő modellre. Szintén iga-
zolunk néhány általános alsó korlátot. Nevezetesen megmutatjuk, hogy a 
Lista modellben nincs olyan online algoritmus, amelynek kisebb a kompetitív 
hányadosa, mint 4/3, továbbá az Idő modellre nincs olyan online algoritmus, 
amelynek kisebb a kompetitív hányadosa, mint 1.186. 

A második vizsgált probléma egy olyan ütemezési feladat, ahol a gépek 
egy két csoportból álló géprendszert alkotnak. A problémában adott két 
géphalmaz V és «S. A halmazok k és m gépet tartalmaznak, a továbbiakban 
feltesszük, hogy k < m. A munkák egy listán érkeznek. Minden munkához 
két ütemezési idő, Pj és Sj tartozik, ezek azt adják meg, hogy mennyi ideig 
tart végrehajtani a munkát a V illetve S halmazokba eső gépeken. Az 
egyes munkák érkezése után online módon, a további munkákra vonatkozó 
ismeretek nélkül meg kell határoznunk, hogy melyik géphalmazon hajtjuk 
végre a munkát. Végül, amikor a munkasorozat véget ér, ütemezzük az 
egyes géphalmazokhoz rendelt munkákat a megfelelő géphalmazokon offline 
módon, minimalizálva a maximális befejezési időt, megengedve a munkák 
megszakítását. Az első vizsgált modellben, amit SLS(k,m)-el jelölünk, a kon-
struált ütemezés költsége a két maximális befejezési idő összege, és a célunk 
ezen összeg minimalizálása. A második vizsgált modellben a minimalizálandó 
érték a két befejezési idő maximuma, ezt a problémát MLS(k,m) jelöli. Két 
eljárást vizsgálunk meg ezekre a problémákra. Az első egy mohó algorit-
mus. Erre az eljárásra meghatározzuk a kompetitív hányadost mindkét mod-
ellre. Mindkét kompetitív hányados lineáris m/k-ban, tehát a mohó eljárás 
csak azon esetekben hatékony, amelyekben ez a hányados kicsi. Szintén 
bevezetünk és megvizsgálunk egy bonyolultabb eljárást. Ezen eljárásra is 
meghatározzuk a kompetitív hányadost mindkét modellre. A kompetitív 
hányados konstans mindkét modellre, mindkét általános problémára is, ahol 
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nem rögzítjük a k és m számokat. Szintén bizonyítunk alsó korlátokat. Meg-
mutatjuk, hogy nincs olyan online algoritmus, amelynek kisebb a kompetitív 
hányodosa, mint 2 az SLS(k,m) problémára, és nincs olyan online algoritmus, 
amelynek kisebb a kompetitív hányadosa, mint (1 + >/5)/2 az MLS(k,m) 
problémára. 

A harmadik megvizsgált probléma egy olyan sávpakolási probléma, amely-
ben nyújthatóak a sávba elhelyezendő téglalapok. Ez a matematikai kérdés 
azért érdekes, mert modellezi a megosztott erőforrások melletti ütemezés 
problémáját. Két online algoritmust fejlesztünk ki ezen probléma megoldá-
sára. Ezeket az eljárásokat NFSr és DS jelöli. Meghatározzuk az eljárások 
kompetitív hányadosát. Igazoljuk, hogy az r érték optimális megválasztása 
mellett az NFSr algoritmus kompetitív hányadosa 6, és megmutatjuk, hogy 
a DS algoritmus kompetitív hányadosa 4. Továbbá igazolunk egy általános 
alsó korlátot, nevezetesen belátjuk, hogy nincs olyan online algoritmus, amely-
nek a kompetitív hányadosa kisebb, mint 1.73. 
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